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?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? U(r) ∝ r−1
???????????????????????????????????? T¯ , U¯ ????
2T¯ = −U¯ ?????????????????????????? (?????????)???
???????????????????????? [9]?
?? 2?????????????????????????? 160???????????
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????????”dunkel materie”(=dark matter, ????) ???????????????
?????
??????????????????????????????????????????









(????)? 21=cm???????? 3.6 mm???????????? Doppler shift??HI
??????????????????????????????????VLBI(???????
??)??????????????????????
? 1.2.1(?)?????? NGC 6503????? [10]??????????????????
?????? (??)??? (??)????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? 1980 ?? V.Rubin ?
???????? [11]???????????????? 1.2.1(?)?????????????
??????????NGC 6503 ???? v(r) = const. ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
vχ  220 km/sec?????? ρχ  0.3 GeV/cm3 ????????? [12]?








???????????? X???????? X???? (?)???????????????
??? (?)???????????? [15]????? X??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
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? 1.2.2 ??? CL0024+1654????????????? [14]
? 1.2.3 ????? MACS J0025.4-1222 [15]
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1.3 ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????























= C[f ] (1.3.2)
gμν ????????????????Rμν , R??????????? Ricci????? Ricci?
????Tμν ??????????????G???????????Einstein??? (1.3.1)?

































????????? a = a(t)??????????K ????????ρ??????P ???
???????Boltzmann?????????
P = wρc2 (1.3.5)
????w ????????????????matter(???????) ? w = 0?radiation(?
?)? w = 1/3?dark energy(???)? w = −1???????? 3????????????
???? a, ρ, P ? 3??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
• H(t) = a˙/a?Hubble?????????? H0 ????
• q = −a¨a/a˙2????????
• Ωi(t) = 8πGρi(t)3H20 , ΩK = −
K
a2H20
?????????? i = γ, ν, b, χ, Λ,K ????????
???????????????????????????
Hubble???????????? h = H0/100 Mpc  0.72????????????????
????
Ωγ +Ων +Ωb +Ωχ +ΩΛ +ΩK = 1 (1.3.6)
???????????????ΩK ??????????????????????? 1???
????????????????????????????????????????????














(1 + 3wi)Ωi(t) (1.3.8)
?????
H(t) ????????? d ??????? v ????????????? Hubble ???
v = Hd ??????????????????????????S.Perlmutter, B.P.Schmidt,
A.G.Riess ? 3?????????????????????????? Ia????? v, d??
???????????????? (? 1.3.1 [16])???????? 2011??????????
??????
? 1.3.1 Ia????????? (???? z)??? (???mB)????? [16]
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????Einstein???? Boltzmann????
ds2 = −(1 + 2Φ(t,x))dt2 + (1 + 2Ψ(t,x))a(t)γijdxidxj (1.3.9)
Θ(t,x) :=







????? Φ, Ψ?????? Θ?????? δ ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????? 2.725±0.001K ?????????????????????????
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
(c) Baryons (d) Matter
? 1.3.3 ????? matter????????????? [19]
2018? 7??????? Planck????? [20]?????Planck???
Ωχh
2 = 0.1200± 0.0012, Ωbh2 = 0.02237± 0.00015 (1.3.13)
????????????h2  0.52????????? Ωχ = 0.23, Ωb = 0.043????
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??????? (100?200 Mpc)????????????????????????????







ξ(r12) := 〈δ(x1)δ(x2)〉, r12 := |x1 − x2| (1.3.14)
??????????

















????? λJ ? Jeans??cs ??????????????????????????????
??????????????? LSS???????????
?????????????????????????? (????????)? Jeans???
MJ ∼ 1016M ?????????????? 1011M ??????????????????
??????????????????????MJ ≤ 105M ???????????????
???????????????????? δ ∼ 3× 10−4 ?????????????????
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???? (baryon acoustic oscillations, BAO) ??????????????????????
???????????????SDSS ????????????????? 2 ???????
1.3.4(?)??????????????? [21]??????????? 100 Mpc??? BAO?









p + e− ↔ n + νe, p + ν¯e ↔ n + e+ (1.3.16)

















0.96× 1010K?????????????????????? tn ??????????????
??? τn = 886?? β ??
n → p + e− + ν¯e (1.3.18)





??????????????? tD ∼ 200??????????????????? D????
???????????????????????? (? 1.3.5?)?
n + p → D+ γ (1.3.20)





D + p → 3He + γ (1.3.22)
D + n → 3H+ γ (1.3.23)





⎭→ 4He + γ (1.3.25)
??? 7Li, 7Be, · · · ????????????????????????????????? 3H
? 3He??????????????? tD ?????????????????????? 4He
?????????????????????? 4He???? Y (4He)??????????
Y (4He) =
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 5.27× 10−8 ·Ωb (1.3.27)
















































1/60 1 5 15 60Minutes:
? 1.3.5 ???????????????? [22]?????????? η [23]?
???????????? D/H????????????????????????????
??????????? [24]?
D/H = (2.68± 0.26)× 10−5 (1.3.28)
3He/H = (1.1± 0.2)× 10−5 (1.3.29)
7Li/H = (1.29± 0.28)× 10−10 (1.3.30)
Y (4He) = 0.25± 0.011 (1.3.31)
? η = (6.0± 0.4)×10−10, Ωb = 0.042± 0.004 (1.3.32)
??? Ia?????CMB??????LSS? BAO?????????? 4????????












−0.0087, Ωb = 0.04628± 0.00093 (1.3.34)
























































???????????????????WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle)??
??????????? (????????)????????? (GeV?TeV????)????
????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? (10 GeV ??) ???????????
(10 GeV??)?????????????????????????????




CoGeNT(Ge ???) [36]?CDMS(Si ????????) [37] ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????? WArP [38]?










??? DM ??????????????DAMA ????????????????????
(LNGS) ?????????????????????????? 1 ????????????
?????? [42]???? DAMA???? NaI(Tl)?????????? COSINE?? (???
YangYang)?? DAMA????????????????? [43]?DM??????????
?????????????? CRESST?CDMS????????/????/????????

















??? vE ???????????????????????????v0 = 220 km/s, nχmχ =
ρχ = 0.3 GeV/cm
3 ???????????????? Z,??? A???? N(Z,A)????
???????WIMP??????? σN ????????????M?????? T????
















????EmaxR ????????????????vmax ???????????vmin ?????
???? ER ?????????????????N0 = 6.02 × 1023 ? Avogadro ??????



































ap 〈Sp〉+ an 〈Sn〉
]2
(1.5.5)
????fp, fn ?WIMP?????????????????GF ? Fermi?????J ????
?????ap, an ?WIMP????????????????????Sp, Sn ????????
?????????????? (1.5.5)????????????????? σSIN???????
????????? σSDN ??????40Ar???????????????? σSIN ??????




















????Ei ?????? 0 < ER ≤ Eir = EmaxR ?????????WINP?????????



























3v f(v − vE) v σˆNF (q)2 (1.5.10)
*4 ??? WIMP ??????????????????????????????fp = fn ???? Isospin-
Violating Dark Matter [44]??????




? 1.5.1 ??ER ? dR/dER ??? (? (1.5.9))???mχ–σˆp ?????? (? (1.5.18))?



















































































log10 σˆp = log10
Nsig
MTA3
+ log10mχ + 2 log10
mN +mχ
mp +mχ








?????????????? (1.5.18)????????????? C1, C2?????? (1.5.18)
????????????? mχ, ?? σˆp ?????????? 1.5.1 ????mχ  mN ??
??????? (1.5.18)?? 3, 4???????????log10 σˆp ? log10mχ ????????
????????????????????????????????? (????? σˆp ???)
???????????????????M,T ???????????????mχ ≤ mN ??
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2 = c2 +
7
3
π2a2 − 5s2 (1.5.21)
c = 1.23A1/3 − 0.60 fm (1.5.22)
a = 0.52 fm (1.5.23)
s = 0.90 fm (1.5.24)











???????????F (q) ???????????????????? j1(qrN ) ????
qrN = 3.83, 7.02, 10.17, ... ??????????????????????????????
??? 1.5.2???????????? rN ????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
Recoil Energy (keV)












? 1.5.2 ???? (?)????? (?)? Helm Form Factor
??????????????? (1.5.11)????????????WIMP????????
??????????????????? 1.5.3??????????????????????
???10, 20, 50 GeV/c2 WIMP????????????????????????? A??
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Recoil Energy (keV)


























? 1.5.3 ???? (??)????? (??)?WIMP???????????? (σ = 1× 10−40 cm2)
???????????????????????????????????????WIMP?
????????????????????????????
???????????????? 232 km/s?????????????????? 30 km/s
???????????????????????????????
vE(t) = 232 + 15 cos
(





? 6????????? 12?????DAMA???WIMP (10 GeV, 10−42cm2)??????
??????????????????????? 1.5.4(?)???????
? 1.5.4 ??????????????????6???? 12?? DAMA??WIMP???????











Chapter 4–7??????????? ER/NR?????????????Chapter 4????
?????? 2?????????????????????????????????????
?? (γ ??????????)??????DAQ (Data Acquisition System)????????














Chapter 7 ???????????? ER/NR ?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
Chapter 5??? Chapter 6????????????????????????? (MC)??
???????????????MC???????????????????????????
?????? PSD? S2/S1???????????? ER/NR???????????????




















? 2.1.1 ?????????????? [46, 47]
LHe LNe LAr LKr LXe ? (??)
???? 2 10 18 36 54 -
??? 4 20 40 84 313 18 (???)
??@??? (K) 4.4 27 87 122 167 373
?? (g/cm3) 0.125 1.2 1.4 2.4 3.0 1
??? (cm) 755 24 13 4.9 2.8 36
??????? (eV) 100 26 19.5 15.5 14.7 -
??????? (eV) 42.3 36.6 23.6 18.6 15.6 -
???? (nm) 80 78 128 150 175 -
??????? (ns) 10 18 6 9 4 -
??????? (ns) 1.3× 1010 1.5× 104 1.5× 103 350 22 -
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Helium Scint.  Trans.2MgF
Neon Scint. Sapphire Trans.
Argon Scint. Synth. Sil. Trans.
Krypton Scint. UVT Glass Trans.
Xenon Scint.






(stopping power) ????????????? (dE/dx)el ???? Se??????? (dE/dx)nc




????????????? 2 ??????????????????????????? (?
2.1.3)??????????????????????/??????? (???? Eη, Eν ???)
?????????????????/??????????????????????????
???? 1?????? R???????????????? (linear energy transfer; LET)?





























































? 2.1.2 ??????????????????/????? [49]?ε, ρ ?????????
??????????????????????????????? (?)?α ? (?)????
????? (?)???? [50]????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? (dE/dx = LET)??????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? LETel ?????????????????????????????
Lindhard theory?????????????????? Chapter 6?????
? 2.1.3 ?????????????????????? (?) ?????????????




??????? (slow) ?????????? 2.1.4 ???????????????????
???
????? (R???)??????????????????????????????? R∗
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? 2.1.4 ????????????????? [52]
??????????? R+ + e− ????????????????????????????
?????????? 105 nm?107 nm??????????????????
Ar + E → Ar∗ (1P1) → Ar + hν (105 nm) (2.1.3)
Ar + E → Ar∗ (3P1) → Ar + hν (107 nm) (2.1.4)
????????????????????? R2∗(???????????Excimer)????
??????????????????????????????????? Ar2∗ (1Σ+u )???
??????????? 5–10 ns????????????? Ar2∗ (3Σ+u )???????? (1?
?)????? 3 μs??????? 1.5 μs?????????????????????????
????? 4 ns?????????????? 22 ns???????????????????
???????? 2.1.4???????1Σ+u ? 3Σ+u ????????????????????
??? 2Ar (1Σ+g )????????????????????????????????????
Ar2
∗ (1Σ+u ) → 2Ar + hν (128 nm) (2.1.5)
Ar2
∗ (3Σ+u ) → 2Ar + hν (128 nm) (2.1.6)
? 2.1.5(?) ? VUV ?????? GAr ???????? [53]?? 2.1.5(?) ? GAr ????
? [54] ??????????? R2∗ ??????????????????? 2 ??????
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? 2.1.5 ??????????? VUV????????????? [53]???1?????
???????? (?????? ns) [54]?
? [55]?????????????? (2.1.7–2.1.9)???????????????
R+ E → R∗ (2.1.7)
R∗ + 2R → R2∗ +R (2.1.8)
R2




R+ E → R+ + e− (2.1.10)
R+ + 2R → R2+ +R (2.1.11)
R2
+ + e− → R∗∗ +R (2.1.12)
R∗∗ → R∗ + heat (2.1.13)
R∗ + 2R → R2∗ +R (2.1.14)
R2
∗ → 2R + hν (VUV) (2.1.15)
? (2.1.14)?? (2.1.8)??? (2.1.15)?? (2.1.9)?????????? (2.1.10)??????
??? O(eV)??????????????????????? (2.1.12)??????????
???????????????????????????? [57]?????????????
????? 0.9 ns?????????? 6.5 ns??????????????????????







∗ (1Σ+u ) + e
− → R2∗ (3Σ+u ) + e− (2.1.16)











????????????????? Chapter 6??????? 2.1.6????????????
??????????????????
? 2.1.6 ??????????????????????? [60]
?????? α?????? LET(???????????)???????????????
?????????????? (Biexcitonic collision, Biexcitonic quenching)????????
???????????????????? [55, 61]????????????????????
?????????????????????
R∗ +R∗ → R+ +R+ e− (2.1.17)
???????? R∗,R+ ? 1???????????????????????? 2?????
??????????????? 1????????????????????????WIMP
????????????????????????????Chapter 6???????????




????????????????????????????????????? (?? 3Σ+u )
*1 ????? Penning?????????? (??? [58]) ???????????????Biexcimer quenching
???????????Penning????????????????????????? (????)??????
?????????
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??????? [62, 63]?
Ar2
∗ +O2 → 2Ar + O2 (2.1.18)
Ar2




????????????????????? (296 nm, 316 nm, 337 nm, 434 nm) ?????
?? [64]?
Ar∗(1P1,3 P0,1,2) + N2 → Ar(1S0) + N∗2 (2.1.20)
N∗2(C































standard fit (kQ = 0.54 ppm
-1 μs-1)


































∗ +Xe → Xe∗ + 2Ar (2.1.22)
Xe∗ +Xe + Ar → Xe2∗ +Ar (2.1.23)
Xe2
∗ → 2Xe + hν (175nm) (2.1.24)
??????????????????? [67]?




− → O−2 (2.1.26)
H2O+ e
− → H2O− (2.1.27)
CO2 + e
− → CO−2 (2.1.28)
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??????????????????? 300 μs/ppb ??????????? [68]?????
10 ppb????????????? 30 μs? 1/e ∼ 0.37??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? O−2 ??? O(10 ms)?????????????????????
?????????????? [69, 70]?
2.2 ?? 2?????????
?? 2 ?????????????????????WIMP ??????????? (? 2.2.1
?) *2??????????????????????????????? (WIMP??????




? S1?S2?????WIMP??????????? (Nuclear Recoil ; NR)???????γ ?
? β ???????? (Electron Recoil ; ER)??????????????????????





















? 2.2.1 ?? 2????????? (?)????? (?)????
???????? S1??? S2????????????????????????????
????????????????????? (ER/NR) ????????????? ER ??
???????????????? Eee (??? keVee)?NR????????????????
Enr (??? keVnr) ??????? ee ? electron equivalent ??nr ? nuclear recoil ????
*2 2?? (????)?????1990????????????????? [71]?2000??? 2?????????
?????[72]?????????????
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????????????? S1???S2?????? S1? S2??????????????
? S1???????
????????????????????? 39Ar??????????? 269?? β ???
?? (Qβ = 565 keV?? 2.2.2 [73])????????? (8.0± 0.6) ? 10? 16 g/g???????
??????????? 1 Bq/kg [74]?????????????????????????
? 2.2.2 39Ar? β ??????????? [73]
?? 2???????????????????????????????
????? TPB





? 2.2.3 TPB????? (?)????? (?)
TPB?????????? 2.2.4(?)???????????420 nm???????????
??? 400 nm ????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? [75]????????? 2.2.4(?)???????
*3 http://www.guidechem.com/dictionary/jp/1450-63-1.html




















???????? PMT(Photo-Multiplier Tube) ?????????????????????
????????????? Hamamatsu R11065 (? 2.2.5 ?)???????????????
??????????????????? BG(∼ 75 mBq/PMT)?? QE???????????
??? 3??? PMT?????????? 160?700 nm??? 2.2.5(?)???? QE???
?? [80]?TPB?????????? 420 nm????? QE????30%????? (???
?????? 25%)??????? 12?? Box&Line???????????????????






















































ITO ??????????????????????????????? 2.2.6*6? ITO ??
??????????????? k ?????? λ??? I0 ????? z ??????????
I(z)??????????????????????






?????? 420 nm????? 10 nm? ITO??????????????? A??k = 0.04
????
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? 2.2.6 ITO????????? (?????????????????????)
ITO????????????????????????????????????????
??ITO ??????????? Rs ???????????????? L?? W ?????
















???????????????? (Pulse Shape Discrimination; PSD)????? 2.2.7???
?????????????? S1???????? ER????? NR???????????
??????????? 6 ns?????????????? 1.5 μs??????? 2?????
???????? ER??? NR??????????????????????
PSD ?????????????????????????????? (?????????
100 ns??)?????????????? Fast(???? prompt)?????????? Slow(?
??? late) ??????? Total ????Slow/Toal????????????? 2.2.8(?) ?
Micro-CLEAN?? (?????1?)??????????ER????? NR????????
? Prompt fraction (1−Slow/Toal)??????????∼ 15 keVee ??????? ER? NR
???????????????????????????????????????????
??S1 ?????????? Fast ???? Slow ?????????????????????
S1??????????????????????????
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? 2.2.7 ER?? (?)? NR?? (?)??????????? [81]???????????????
? 2.2.8(?) ??NR ???????????????? PSD ??????????????




















20 30 40 50 60 70 80
4 pe/keVee
8 pe/keVee
? 2.2.8 ??ER(?)??? NR(?)? PSD?????? (Micro-CLEAN [82])???PSD
??? ER/NR????????????? (DEAP-3600 [83])?
2.2.2 ???????? ER/NR??
????? ER?????????????? (S2/S1)???????????? NR??? ER
???????????????????????????????????????? 1???
??????????????????????????????? (> 3 kV/cm)??????
???????????????????????????????????? S2??????
???????????? S2/S1???? ER/NR????????????????????
????????????????WArP?? [38]?? PSD? S2/S1???????????
?????NR???????????????ER/NR??????????????????
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2.2.9? 2????????? (?????? 876 V/cm)??????????????????
?? ([84]? Figure 5.1)????????? 133Ba?? (γ ?)???????????????
???????????????? 252Cf?? (???? γ ?)???????? 57Co?? (γ ?)












































































? 2.2.9 2????????? (876 V/cm)?????????????????? [84]??
?????? 133Ba??????? 252Cf??????? 57Co????????????
? 2.2.10??5?????? ER/NR???????????? log10(ne/nγ)???????
??????????????????????????? NR???????????????
*7 ???????S2????????????????????????? Chapter 8 ??????
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???? ER ?????????????????????????log10(ne/nγ) ??????
?????????????????????????????? ER? NR?????????
?????????????????????????
5 10 20 50 100 200 500





















? 2.2.10 log10(ne/nγ)????????????????? ER/NR????? [84]
2 ??????????????S2/S1 ??? ER/NR ?????????????????
?????????????  103 ???????????? [85]??????LUX?????
? S2/S1????????? ER/NR???????????????????? 2.2.11???
? [86]?2 ????????????? V/cm ??????????????????????































? 2.2.11 LUX?????? S2/S1?? (?)? ER?????? (?) [86]
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Chapter 3
Performance of VUV-sensitive MPPC?
for Liquid Argon Scintillation
??????????????????????????????? VUV-MPPC??????









????MEG-II?? (μ → eγ ??????)*2 ?????????????????????
??????? 2012??????????? [87]??? 175 nm??????????????
???? 2016??MEG-II????????? [88]???????????? 128 nm????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????
??????????????? VUV-MPPC??????? VUV2, VUV3, VUV4 ? 3?
???????VUV2 ? 2014 ? 4 ?????????????????? 3 mm ??????




??????????? 3.1.1 ??????????????? 3X3MM-50UM VUV2 ? PDE
??????????????????????????? (25◦C)???????????
VUV3? 2015? 4??????????????????? 50 μm? 3X3MM-50UM VUV3
? 100 μm ? 3X3MM-100UM VUV3 ? 2 ?????????VUV3 ??? 3 ???????
?????MPPC? S13360-3050CS??????????????????????????
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? 3.1.1 ????????? 3X3MM-50UM VUV2? PDE????? (????????
?????? ?????)
? 3.1.1 ???? VUV-MPPC ?????????????? (????????????
?? ?????)
Type No. Serial No. Bias voltage Gain Dark counts
3X3MM-50UM VUV2 A0010 66.65 V 1.25 ×106 572 kHz
3X3MM-50UM VUV2 A0011 66.77 V 1.25 ×106 701 kHz
3X3MM-50UM VUV3 A0011 54.87 V 2.00 ×106 674 kHz
3X3MM-100UM VUV3 A0003 53.78 V 5.50 ×106 553 kHz













???????? 415 nm? LED????????? LED???????????????
??????? (?????? ns??)?????????????????????MPPC?
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????????????LED??????1??????? 1???????MPPC????




??? (???)? Gamp = 10.9± 0.1?????????????????????? CAEN?
FADC(V1724, 100 MS/s)??????1?????????????????????????
??MPPC???????????????????50 μm??????? [−20 ns, 120 ns]?






















































? 3.2.1 ??MPPC?????????????????????−190◦C???? 3X3MM-
50UM VUV3????? LED???????
? 3.2.1(?) ??−190◦C???? 3X3MM-100UM VUV3??????? (50,000??)??
????bias voltage ? Vbias = 44.0 V ?????????????????? 0 p.e., 1 p.e.,
2 p.e. ?????3 ?? Gaussian ? Fit ???????????? (Q0, Q1, Q2) ??????
(N0, N1, N2)???????????????? QLED ??3 p.e.?????????????
?????????????
????????QG := Q1−Q0 = Q2−Q1??MPPC? gain G???? e = 1.6×10−19C?
??????? gain Gamp ????
QG = e×G×Gamp (3.2.1)
??????????????????G?MPPC????????? C ????? Vbd ??










????????? μin ???????? 1???????? 0 p.e.????
N0 = Nall × e−μ = Nall × e−μin×PDE (3.2.3)
??????? Nall ??????PDE?MPPC? (LED????????)?????????
MPPC ? PDE ???????????????????????? Fg??????????
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?????????????????? QE???????????????????????
Pa ?????
PDE = Pa ×QE× Fg (3.2.4)
?????????? Pa ??? Vov ????????????????????????? μin
???????????? PDE?????????????LED?????????????
PDE????? Vov ??????????
MPPC?? cross-talk ? afterpulse (???? CTAP???)?????????1????
??????????????????????1 p.e.???????????? Poisson???
??????2 p.e.?????????????????????????1 p.e.???????
? (0 p.e.??? CTAP????????)????CTAP?????? X ????? 0 p.e.?
????????????????? μ?????????????????
N1 = Nall × μe−μ × (1−X) (3.2.5)
cross-talk??????????????????????????????????? afterpulse
? gain?????????????????????????????? [−20 ns, 600 ns]??
?????????????? N1, X ??????
X ???????????MPPC???????????????????MPPC????
?????????????? X ??????1 ??????? 2 p.e. ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????MEG?????????????????????? [91]?????1????








−190◦C????????? gain G??? PDE?CTAP? X???? CTAP factor Npix ?
??????? 3.2.2???????????????????????????? Vov ????
Vbd(gain?????????????)?????????????
??????????????????????????????? 3.2.3(?)? −190, −160,
−130,−100, −80, −50, −20, 20 ◦C ? 8????????? 3X3MM-50UM VUV2 (A0010) ?
gain? Vbias ???????????????? Vov ???? (??? 50 mV/K)?gain????
???????????????????????????????MPPC?????????
(85 fF)?????????????????
? 3.2.3(?)? LED?????????????3X3MM-50UM VUV2 (A0010)?Dark count
rate??????????????????????MPPC?????????Dark count rate
????????−150◦C??? 1 Hz????????????? rate???????????
? (???????????????????????????????????)??????
?????????????????
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MPPC Over-Voltage (V)








































































? 3.2.2 −190◦C?415 nm? LED?????????????????MPPC? gain (?
?)??? PDE (??)?CTAP?? (??)???? CTAP????? (??)?Over-voltage
???

































































? 3.2.3 ??????????? 3X3MM-50UM VUV2 (A0010) ? gain ? Bias-voltage
?????? (?)???????????????????? (25 ◦C)???Dark count rate
???????
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3.3 ???????????????
VUV-MPPC ?????????????????????????????? 3.3.1 ????
?????????? 75L ????????????????? MPPC ?????????3
?? VUV-MPPC ????????? 1 ?? 241Am α ?? (5.5 MeV, 40 Bq) ???????
1cm?????????????????????? 3 mm??MPPC???????????
AMPPC = 0.7%?????? α???????????????????Wα = 27.5 eV/photon
??? [92]?MPPC???????????????????? Nα ??
Nα = Eα/Wα ×AMPPC
= 5.5 MeV/(27.5 eV/photon)× 0.7%
= 1400 photons (3.3.1)






? 3.3.1 VUV MPPC???????????????????
?????????????? α ???????? (??? MPPC ???????????)
??????? (3X3MM-50UM VUV3) ?? 3.3.2 ????????? over-voltage ? 3 V ?
????????????????????? [−20 ns, 10 μs]???????????????
MPPC???5.5 MeV? α?????????????????????? event rate????
?????????????????????????? 2?????????????????
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?????? ∼ 1.5 μs?????????????????????????????????
??????????????VUV-MPPC ???????????????????????
?????????????? Gauss????????????????????? Qα ???
?????? σ/Qα ???????????? 3.3.1????cross-talk??? (VUV2→VUV3)
????????? (50UM→100UM)?????????????????????
? 3.3.1 ????? MPPC ??? (? 3.3.2, ?) ???????????????????
?? PDE??????????????????????????????????????
????????
-50UM VUV2 -50UM VUV3 -100UM VUV3
A0011 A0011 A0003
Bias voltage (Vbias) 56.20 V 44.85 V 45.27 V
Mean charge (Qα) 592.6± 1.0 pC 345.0± 0.6 pC 2528.4± 3.4 pC
Energy resolution (σ/Qα) 12.6± 0.2 % 11.6± 0.2 % 9.1± 0.2 %
Gain (G) 1.8× 106 1.8× 106 7.5× 106
Cross-talk & Afterpulse (Npix) 2.6 1.1 1.1
# of pixel hit (Nuncorr) 160.5 117.9 180.5
# of photoelectrons (Ncorr) 96.7 108.1 170.4
# of pixel 3600 3600 900
Counting loss correction (k) 1.01 1.01 1.06
PDE 7.3% 7.8% 12.9%
Signal Charge (pC)













































??????????????????????? 3 μs????????????? 1 p.e.??
????? (??? 120 ns)?? Vbias ???????? Vbias ? 1??????????????
Vbd ???????? Vbd ??????????MPPC gain G? CTAP factor Npix ????
?????????? α????? Qα ?????????????????
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???????????????? toy MC?????3600???? (3 mm??50 μm???)
??? 900 ???? (3 mm ??100 μm ???) ? MPPC ? Nα = 1400 ?? VUV ????
????????? PDEmeasured = Nreal/Nα ???? PDEtrue ??????????????
????? 3.3.3(left)???????????? 900???????? 3600?????MPPC
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? (??) ????? k ?????MPPC ?????????????
PDE?????
PDE = k × Nreal
Nα
(3.3.3)
???????????? 3.3.1 ???Vover = 3 V ????????????????????
????????????????????Vover ???????????????? 3.3.3(?)
????3 V????????????????? 50 μm??????? 8% ?100 μm???
???? 13% ?????????????????VUV ???????? Fg ???? 40% ?
??? 62% ???????????????3 V ???????? Pa ? 100% ??????
?????????? QE = 20% ??????????????? 3X3MM-50UM VUV2 ?



























? 3.3.3 ??toy MC??????????????? PDE???? PDE????????
????MPPC?????????????????????? PDE????Over-voltage
????????????????
??????????????? breakdown voltage Vbd ????????????????
?? gain? CTAP factor????????????????????????????????
???????? 1 p.e.???????? Vbd ???????????????? 1 p.e.???
?????????????????????????????????????????? 2?
??? Vbd ?????????????? Vbd ???? +0.17/ − 0.21 V ??????????
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3X3MM-50UM VUV2??????????????????????????????????
???????? ±0.2 V??????????????????
??????????????? k?????????????? (k = 1)?????????
????????????? (? 3.3.3 ????) ?????????????????????




VUV3?????????????????? Slow/Total??????????Fast? −20 ns
?? 120 ns?Slow? 120 ns?? 10 μs????????????? Chapter 5??? PMT?
TPB????????? NR???????Slow/Total∼ 0.3???????????????
???????????????????? Slow/Total???????????????????
Chapter 7????????PMT? TPB???????????? Slow/Total ??????
??????????????PMT? 1??????? TPB???????????????
???????????????????MPPC? PMT???? 1?????????????
?? VUV-MPPC ???????????????????????????? Slow/Total ?
?????????????????????????????PMT? TPB????????
? VUV-MPPC??????????PSD??? ER/NR??????????
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3.4 2??????? VUV-MPPC????????
2016? 2???2?????????????? VUV-MPPC???????????? 3.4.1
????????? TPC??????????? 2015???? [96] ????? Chapter 4??
???? TPC???????? PMT? 2????? R6041-506MPD? 3???? PMT? 3
????? R11065 ? 3 ?????????????????? VUV-MPPC (3X3MM-50UM
VUV3)? 90??????????????????????????PMT?MPPC????
??? 3.4.1???????????PMT1?MPPC1????????????
? 3.4.1 2016 ? 2 ???????? TPC ?????PMT ???? 3 ?????????
?? VUV-MPPC? 90???????????????????? PMT/MPPC?????
? 3.4.2 ????????????????? 1 ??????????????????
500 V/cm???????? 4.5 kV?????? 137Cs (662 keV γ ?)???????????




3.4.3(?)???? PMT?????? S2??????? (Xg, Yg)?????????????
?? PMT1?????? (Xg, Yg) = (0, 0.5)?PMT2?????? (−0.4,−0.3)?PMT3???
??? (0.4,−0.3)???????????????????????????????????
???????????PMT1?MPPC1?????????????? −0.1 < Xg < 0.1??
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? 3.4.2 ? 3.4.1? 2??????????????????? 1????????? 1–3?
??????? PMT?4-6????? PMT?7–10??? VVU-MPPC?????????
?????? VUV-MPPC??????????








S2MPPC1 + S2MPPC2 + S2MPPC3 + S2MPPC4
(3.4.2)
???????????????????? 3.4.3(?) ????FPMT1 ??????????
3.4.1(??)??????????????????? FMPPC1 ?????????MPPC1??
??????????????????PMT1???????? FPMT1 < 0.5????????
?? FMPPC1 ∼ 0.25 = 1/4??MPPC?????????????????? PMT1????










Experimental Setup and Basic Properties





4.1 Time Projection Chamber (TPC)















? 4.1.1 ???????? TPC???????3D–CAD??????
*1 3D–CAD???Creo Elements Direct Modeling Express 6.0 ?????
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TPC????????? PTFE????????????????TPC?????????
??????? Field Shaper????????? ICF–152?????? 10 mm???????
?????????????? active volume??? (Cathode–Gate Grid???) 100 mm, ?
? 64 mm ??????????????????????? (?? 100 μm, 4 mm ?????
??) ?????? 10mm ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? 3M ?? ESR ??? (Enhanced
Specular Reﬂector??? 80 μm) ????????ESR??????????????????
????? 410nm?800nm???????????? 98% ????????????????
???*2????????????????????????????? PMT (HAMAMATSU
R11065MOD) ? 1?????????????????????? 66 mm??? 10 mm???
??????? 1??????? 2????????????? ﬁducial?? PMT??????
?? ITO(Indium-Thin-Oxide)??????????? 10 nm??????????? (???
??????????*3)?ITO? TPC? Cathode, Anode??? PMT??????????
?????????????????? ITO????????????? ITO???? ITO?
???????? 2 ?????????2016 ??????????? ITO ???? 1 ????
?????????????? Cathode??????? PMT???????????????
???????????? PTFE????????????????????????????
?????????? 10 mm?????? 2??????????????ESR??????
??????????????????? TPB???????????128 nm???????
? 420 nm????????????
4.2 Cockcroft-Walton (CW) ??
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? CW ??????????????????????? 4.2.1 ???????
?? 30? (n = 30)CW??????????? 2????? Field Shaper??? Cathode??
????????? [97]????
? 4.2.1 ???????? Cockcroft-Walton??????
*2 http://multimedia.3m.com/mws/media/466120O/esr.pdf
*3 https://www.geomatec.co.jp/
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4.3 ???????????
? 4.3.1 ???????????????????????????????????????
? [98]?????????????????? TPC??????????? 200 L??????
? (?? 200 L??)???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
? 4.3.1 ??????????????????????? [98]
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????????????????????????????? (????? ∼1 ppm) ??
200 L?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? 0.1 ppb ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
(SAES? Microtorr? Pureron? GP-5)????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? GM??
? (???? CH110*4??????????? 200 W?????)???????
???????????????????????????????????????????




????? ER????????? 22Na????? γ ???NR????????? 252Cf ??
??????????????? 4.4.1????????????????????200 L???
???? TPC????????????????????????? 200 L??????TPC
???? 1m ??????????????? NaI(Tl) ????????????? (????
? NaI ???) ???????22Na ? 252Cf ???????????????????????
TPC? NaI????? (time of ﬂight; TOF)??????????????????????
???????????????????
? 4.4.1 ????? 200 L???TPC????????
22Na? β+ ????????????????????????????????? 511 keV
? γ ?????? (back to back; BTB)? 1?????????????? 22Ne??????
???????? (3.7 ps) γ ??????? 1274 keV ? γ ???????1 m ??????
c = 3 × 109 m/s???????????? 3 ns?????????????????????
?? (4 ns)????????TPC? NaI????????????????
252Cf ??????????????????? 4?????? 7?? γ ??????????
???????????????? 2 MeV????????????????????????
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?????L = 1 m, 20 cm, 10 cm?????????? 4.4.2(??)????????????
????? 252Cf ?????? TOF???? 4.4.2(??)????0 μs????????? γ ?
?????0.02 μs?? 0.3 μs????????????????????????
? 4.4.2 ????????????????? TOF ?????????? 1 m, 20 cm,
10 cm??????252Cf ?????? TOF???
PMT ??????????????SIS ??? 16 Ch?14 bit?250 MS/s (1 bin = 4 ns) ?
FlashADC (SIS3316) ????????????????????????? ROOT ????
????????? (? 4.4.3)????????????TPC ???? PMT ???? NaI ? 3
?????? coincidence?????FADC??????????????????TPC???
?????????????????? 1 p.e.?? (0.5 p.e.??)?????NaI???????
???????? 100 keVee ????????coincidence gate???????????????
???? TOF?????1 μs??????
? 4.4.3 DAQ?????? [98]
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? 4.4.4???????? 3000 V/cm?????????? 1??????????????
?????????? (pedestal)? 1600 FADC counts ???????? PMT???????
?????????????????? pedestal??????????????????????
??? TPC?? PMT???? TPC?? PMT???????? 22Na???? γ ??????
? 252Cf ???????????????? S1??????????????????? S1? S2
????????????????????? PMT????? S1 Fast, S1 Slow, S2????
????1 p.e.?????? 40 FADC counts????????????? (±15 FADC counts)
????????????? t = 0 μs?????? FADC??????????????? S1
???????????????????????????????? FADC????????
??????????????S1????????????? −0.4 μs?? −0.2 μs????
? 4.4.4 3000 V/cm ???????? 1 ????????22Na ???, ??252Cf ???,
??S1?????? ??????? S1??? S2????
???????????????????? pedestal ????FADC ??? −2 μs ????
???????????????? Channel ????????FADC ?? −2.0 μs ?? 0.0 μs
???????????????????????? Trigger Time t0 ???????? TPC
? Trigger Time??????? PMT?????? t0 ????S1, S2???????????
4.4.1????????Channel?????????????????????????????
?????????????????? SPP(single photo-electron pulse) ?????????
??????????S2??????????????? (? 5.1.4)????????TOF??
TPC? NaI? t0????????????????????????????????????
?????22Na??? γ ???? TOF??????? 0 μs????????????????
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? 4.4.1 ?????t0 ?????????????
start time end time
S1 Fast −0.04 μs +0.12 μs
S1 Slow +0.12 μs +5.0 μs
S1 Total −0.04 μs +5.0 μs








???????????? 4.5.1(??) ???????????????0 FADC counts????







Nn ·Gauss(q; qn, σn) (4.5.1)
qn := qped + n · qSPP (4.5.2)
σn :=
√
σped2 + n · σSPP2 (4.5.3)
N0 := N · e−μ, N1 := N · μe−μ (4.5.4)










??? qped, σped ? pedestal?????????μ???????????N ????????
?????????? Gain ? SPP ??? (???????) ???????????????




(V ) = C · (V − V0)index (4.5.6)
???????? (????)???????????q
SPP
= 80 FADC counts (Gain ∼ 5×106)
??? HV??????
????? LYnull ?????? 22Na?????? S1????? (? 4.5.2)? 511 keV???
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? 4.5.1 ??1650 V?????? PMT? LED??????????? PMT? SPP??
?? HV????
????????????????????MicroCLEAN (4.85 p.e./keVee [82]), SCENE (2013
? 6 ?? 1 ????? 6.3 p.e./keVee?? 10 ?? 2 ????? 4.8 p.e./keVee [101]), ARIS
(6.35 p.e./keVee [102]) ????????????????????????????????
???????????? O(10 keVnr) ???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? 1 cm, 1 ??????
LY = 7.9± 0.2 p.e./keVee ???? [103]?????????????????????????
?? 2?????????????????????????????????????????
?????
? 4.5.2 ???? 22Na???? S1?????
TPC ???????????????????????????????????????
?????????22Na ???????????????????? 4.5.3?????????
0.2 kV/cm??? 3.0 kV/cm???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????∼ 10 μs ??????
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?????????????? S1??? S2????????????????200 V/cm??
?? 116 μs? 3000 V/cm???? 39 μs??????????????? (Cathode???)?
???????????????? 100 mm???????????????? Fit??????
????????? (????)??? full drift time???????????????????
????????? 4.5.4(??)????
? 4.5.3 200 V/cm (?)??? 3000 V/cm (?)????????????











?) ? 1000 V/cm ???????? 3 ???????????????????? 1 ????
???????????vdrift = 2.00 ± 0.14 mm/μs???????????Text = 4.8 μs??
????????????????????
? 4.5.4 ??100 mm???????????????????1000 V/cm?????γ ?
???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????? 4.5.5??????????????1000 V/cm????? 7% ???????





















? 4.5.5 ??????????????????????? [104]??????????





τe  1.7 ms?????????????? ∼ 0.2 ppb???????????????????





Evaluation of PSD and S2/S1 in the
Double Phase Argon Detector
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? Pileup ?
Accidental coincidence ????????????????? ER/NR ???????????
????? S1?????? PSD??? S2/S1? 2?????????????????????
?????? ER/NR?????????????????PSD? S2/S1??????????
????
5.1 Event List and Event Selection
???????????????????? 5.1.1? 22Na??????? 5.1.2? 252Cf????
????????????? P ????????? (???)? z
LL
?????? (Anode?Grid
???? 0 mm???)????“ S2 emission”? P = 1.5 atm, z
LL
= 0 mm????????
?????? S2?????? [106]??????????????????? S2???? ±5%
??????????
???????????? 0, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 V/cm ?????????????
????????????????????????









???????????? Event Selection???????????????? Event Selection
??????????? 6?????????
1. Bad Bank Cut
2. t0 and baseline deﬃnition
3. S1 Clean-up 1
*1 S1 ????????????????????? PMT ? Fast ??????????????????????
????? Slow????????????????
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? 5.1.1 22Na???????? (????? 2017?)
drift-ﬁeld run # start end # of events P zLL S2 emission
[atm] [mm] [a.u.]
0 V/cm 303 7/13, 06:57 7/13, 09:51 1,364,000 – – –
200 V/cm
317 7/13, 15:20 7/13, 15:47 124,500 1.50 1.64 0.92
318 7/13, 15:47 7/13, 15:57 40,500 1.51 1.62 0.92
429 7/16, 11:18 7/16, 13:04 388,500 1.52 1.87 0.97
300 V/cm 319 7/13, 16:09 7/13, 16:42 151,500 1.51 1.62 0.92
400 V/cm 322 7/13, 19:19 7/13, 19:55 166,500 1.49 1.62 0.89
500 V/cm
430 7/16, 13:09 7/16, 13:30 77,500 1.53 2.01 1.00
431 7/16, 13:31 7/16, 14:56 410,500 1.52 2.05 0.98
600 V/cm 342 7/14, 10:31 7/14, 11:31 325,000 1.51 1.80 0.93
800 V/cm
349 7/14, 16:07 7/14, 16:14 40,000 1.50 1.66 0.92
350 7/14, 16:22 7/14, 17:15 296,500 1.50 1.68 0.91
1000 V/cm
351 7/14, 17:28 7/14, 18:21 287,000 1.50 1.66 0.91
432 7/16, 15:03 7/16, 16:32 444,000 1.52 2.01 0.97
1500 V/cm 390 7/15, 10:45 7/15, 11:30 250,000 1.50 1.71 0.91
2000 V/cm
398 7/15, 18:07 7/15, 18:59 250,000 1.49 1.57 0.89
433 7/16, 16:39 7/16, 18:00 500,000 1.52 1.95 0.96
3000 V/cm 419 7/16, 14:11 7/16, 15:00 225,000 1.52 1.64 0.90




Step???????????????Step 4??????????? Step 3?????????
???????????????? Step?????????????????????





Step 2. t0 and baseline deﬃnition
? PMT???–??????? t = 0, V = 0???????????????????????
???????????????? TPC? S2?????? NaI??????????????
?????????????????Step 2.???TPC???? PMT???????? 2??
????????????????????
• Trigger Time Cut : −1.0 μs < t0 < 0 μs
• Pedestal RMS Cut : RMSpedestal < 5 FADC counts
? 5.1.1(?) ? 252Cf ???? Trigger Time t0 (FADC??) ??????TPC?? S1??
??????????????? t0 ????????????TOF??????? −0.4 μs??
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? 5.1.2 252Cf???????? (????? 2017?)
drift-ﬁeld run # start end # of events P zLL S2 emission
[atm] [mm] [a.u.]
0 V/cm 181 7/11, 23:02 7/12, 09:18 3,499,000 – – –
200 V/cm
421 7/16, 15:21 7/16, 17:10 179,000 1.52 1.89 0.92
423 7/16, 17:18 7/16, 21:27 409,500 1.51 2.00 0.97
300 V/cm 320 7/13, 16:46 7/13, 17:57 118,000 1.50 1.85 0.94
400 V/cm 321 7/13, 18:09 7/13, 19:14 110,000 1.50 1.62 0.91
500 V/cm
324 7/13, 20:43 7/13, 21:09 40,000 1.49 1.62 0.91
332 7/14, 00:07 7/14, 04:06 400,000 1.49 1.57 0.89
333 7/14, 04:08 7/14, 08:10 400,000 1.50 1.44 0.87
334 7/14, 08:12 7/14, 09:10 105,000 1.51 1.70 0.92
600 V/cm 345 7/14, 12:04 7/14, 14:01 845,500 1.50 1.88 0.95
800 V/cm
347 7/14, 14:24 7/14, 15:12 398,500 1.50 1.69 0.91
348 7/14, 15:15 7/14, 15:56 344,500 1.50 1.64 0.91
1000 V/cm
352 7/14, 18:27 7/14, 20:01 815,500 1.50 1.66 0.91
384 7/15, 05:12 7/15, 09:07 650,000 1.50 1.64 0.91
1500 V/cm 391 7/15, 11:38 7/15, 13:31 990,000 1.50 1.68 0.91
2000 V/cm
392 7/15, 13:40 7/15, 14:31 496,500 1.50 1.66 0.91
397 7/15, 16:01 7/15, 17:57 700,000 1.50 1.61 0.90
400 7/15, 20:30 7/15, 22:37 494,500 1.50 1.66 0.90
403 7/15, 22:55 7/15, 23:27 133,500 1.50 1.77 0.92
410 7/16, 00:08 7/16, 04:00 921,500 1.51 1.79 0.93
411 7/16, 04:03 7/16, 08:00 941,500 1.50 1.77 0.91
412 7/16, 08:03 7/16, 09:16 291,000 1.50 1.80 0.91
3000 V/cm
424 7/16, 21:48 7/16, 22:59 283,500 1.50 1.70 0.91
425 7/16, 23:01 7/17, 01:45 653,500 1.50 1.63 0.90
426 7/17, 01:47 7/17, 05:43 942,500 1.50 1.60 0.90
427 7/17, 05:45 7/17, 09:15 840,500 1.50 1.61 0.90
428 7/17, 09:25 7/17, 11:04 396,000 1.49 1.68 0.90
−0.2 μs????????????????????????? (??? Accidental Coincidence
?????????????)????????????? −1.0 μs < t0 < 0 μs??????
? 5.1.1(?)? pedestal???????? RMS?????????????????? 1 p.e.
??????????? 3 counts?????????????????????? RMS???
????????????????????????????? RMSpedestal < 5 FADC counts
??????
Step 3. S1 Clean-up 1
Step 3.???TPC???? PMT?????????????
• Electrical Noise Cut : (Vmax > 100 counts) or (Vmin > −15 counts)
• Negative Time Charge Cut : Qt<−40ns < 1 p.e.
Electrical Noise Cut???PMT?????????? FADC??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
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Negative Time Charge Qt<−40ns ??S1 Fast ??????? (t < −40 ns)????????
???????????????????????????S1???????????????
???????????????????? 5.1.3????? PMT? Negative Time Charge?
?? 10 p.e. ????????????????????0 p.e. ? 1 p.e. ???????????
???????????????????? PMT??? Negative Time Charge ? 1 p.e.??
???????????
Step 4. S1 Clean-up 2
?? Step?? TPC???? PMT???????????S1??????????−0.04 μs ≤
t ≤ 5 μs?????????? 1?? S1?????????????????????????
???????????? S1? Slow???????? S1???????????S2????
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? 5.1.3 Negative time charge??
????? (????????????????????????)??????????? 2?
???????
• S1 Mean Time Cut
• S1 Top Bottom Asymmetry Cut
????????????? V (t)?????????? 〈TS〉?????????
〈TS〉 :=
∫
t · V (t)dt∫
V (t)dt
(5.1.1)
?????? S ?????? (S1top, S2bottom ??)????????????????????
????? (? 4.4.1??)?TPC? S1???? (S1 Mean Time)????? PMT? S1???
?? weighted average???????????????
〈TS1〉 := S1top · 〈TS1top〉+ S1bottom · 〈TS1bottom〉
S1top + S1bottom
(5.1.2)
S1 ? Slow ??????????????????????????????????????
??? 22Na ??????????〈TS1〉 ???????????????????? S1 ???
10 p.e.??????? 〈TS1〉????????????????? Gauss??????????
? mean + 5σ ???????????????? 5.1.4 ????????????? 22Na ??
??? (?)??? 2000 V/cm 252Cf???? S1–〈TS1〉???????????? Cut Point??
??????????????????????? 22Na????????ER????????
(〈TS1〉 ∼ 1 μs)??????????????? Slow????? S1?????????????
?????????????2000 V/cm 252Cf??????ER???????? (〈TS1〉 ∼ 0.8 μs
: ????????????????????) ? NR???????? (〈TS1〉 ∼ 0.3 μs)???
? S1 Slow??? S2??????????????????2??????? S2???????
??????????????????
? 5.1.4 ???? S1 ??? Slow/Total ???????????????????????
Step 4???????????????????? Step 3???????????? Step 4??
??????????????????????Slow?????????????? Slow/Total
????????????????????????????
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? 5.1.4 S1 ????? S1 ?????? Cut Point(?)???????????????




??????????????????? AS1 ???????????? 5.1.5???? S1??
? S1 ??????????????????? 22Na ????? (?) ??? 2000 V/cm 252Cf
???????????????? 22Na?????? S1? 10 p.e.??????? 1?????
??????????? Gauss????????????mean± 2σ?????? (????)?
????????? (?????????? cut point???)??? S2????????? (?
5.1.7 ?) ???????????? AS2 ∼ 0.3 ????????? 5.1.5(??) ???????
??????? S2???????????????????????????????S1???
????? S2 Clean-up???????
? 5.1.5 ????????? S1 ?????????S1 ??? Slow/Total ????????
????????????????? Step 4 ???????????????? (??????
5.1.4??????????)???? Step 3???????????? Step 4???? S1??
????????????????????????Slow/Total? 0.1???????????
???????????????????????????
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? 5.1.5 S1 ??????? S1 ?????? Cut Point(?)??????????????
??? S1–Slow/Total ???????? (?)????????? 22Na ?????????
2000 V/cm? 252Cf????
Step 5. S2 Clean-up
?? Step???S2???????????????????????????????????
???? Step??????????
• S2 Cut : S2 > 5 p.e.
• Drit Time Cut
• S2 Top/Bottom Asymmetry Cut
???? S2????????????????????????????????
? 5.1.6(?)??S2???????? 200 V/cm 252Cf?????? S2????? S2 < 100 p.e.
?????????????S2 < 15 p.e. ???????????????????????
?????????????? 5.1.6(?) ??????? S1–log(S2/S1) ?????????
S2 = 1, 5, 15 p.e. ??????????S1 ? S2 ???????????????????
S2 = 15 p.e.???????????????????????? S2 = 5 p.e.????????
?????????S2 = 15 p.e.????????S1 < 10 p.e.???????????????
??????????????S2 ???????????????????? S2 > 5 p.e. ??
???
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S2 (p.e.)



























? 5.1.6 252Cf?????? S2???? (?)???? S1–log(S2/S1)???? (?)
?????? Tdrift ??????? S2???????????????????
Tdrift :=
S2top · 〈TS2top〉+ S2bottom · 〈TS2bottom〉
S2top + S2bottom
(5.1.4)
?????????? 〈TS〉 ?? (5.1.1) ????????????????????????
Tdrift ??????????? Grid???????????????????????????
?????????????????? 5.1.7(?) ? 2000 V/cm ???? Tdrift ???????
TPC ??? 100 mm ??????? TPC ????? 1 m ????????????????
??????????????????? Tdrift ??????????????Tdrift ∼ 15 μs?
???????????? S2???? (t > 10 μs)????????? S2??????????










? 5.1.7(?)? 2000 V/cm???? 252Cf???????S2??? S2???????????
??S2????????????????? AS1 ??????? (AS2 ∼ 0.3??)??????
????? S2????????????? ER/NR??????????S2?????????
????????????????? S2?? 10 p.e.????????????? Gauss???
?????????? mean + 5σ ????????????????????????????
????????????AS2 ??????????????S2??????????????
?? S1??????????????
Step 6. NaI/TOF Clean-up
Step 5????TPC?????????????????Step 6?? NaI?????????
? 3?? cut??????????????????????????????
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? 5.1.7 ??2000 V/cm???????????????S2??????? S2?????
?? (2000 V/cm? 252Cf???)??? Cut Point?
• NaI Energy Cut : 400–600 keVee (22Na), 300–7000 keVee (252Cf)
• NaI Pileup Cut : Q1/Q2 > 0.88
• TOF Cut : -20–20 ns (γ-ray), 20–300 ns (neutron)
NaI(Tl)????????????? 230 ns???????????????????????
????????????????? 50 ns?????????NaI??????? t0 ??TPC
????????????????????????????? NaI??????? t0 ± 480 ns
???? Q1 ?????? 5.1.8? 22Na????? (?)??? 252Cf?????? Q1 ????
??22Na ??? 511 keV γ ????????????????? (keVee ??) ???????
??????????? NaI???????????????????????? t0 ?????
????????????????????? ∼ 100 keVee ???????????
22Na???????????????????????????????????511 keV?
1.2 MeV ? γ ??????????????????????? 1.7 MeV ?????????
??ER??????? Back to Back???????????400 keVee < Q1 < 600 keVee ?
?????
252Cf ?????????????∼ 300 keVee ????????????????????
?????????????NR ?????????????????? 300 keVee < Q1 <
7000 keVee ????????
? 5.1.8 22Na?? (?)??? 252Cf?? (?)??????? NaI(Tl)?????????
??????????
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NaI???????????? (Pileup)??TOF????????????????????
Q1 ?????????? t0 ± 1μs ???? Q2 ?????? Q1/Q2 ???? Pileup ????
??t0 ± 1μs?????????????TOF?????????????? (? 4.4.2??)?
??????? 5.1.9??Q1/Q2?? (?)??? Q1 ? Q1/Q2 ??? (?)????t0 ± 1μs?
?????????????????? Q1/Q2 ∼ 0.9???????????????????





? 5.1.9 252Cf????? NaI??? Q1/Q2 ?? (?)??? Q1(?????)? Q1/Q2 ?
?? (?)????????????????????
????TOF ???? γ ?/??????????????? (????????????
????) ????????????? 5.1.10 ? 22Na ?? (?) ??? 252Cf ?? (?) ??
?? TOF ??????γ ???????? −20 ns < TOF < 20 ns???????????
20 ns < TOF < 300 ns?????????? Accidental????????22Na???????
O(10−3)?252Cf??????? O(10−2)??????
? 5.1.10 22Na?? (?)??? 252Cf?? (?)??????? TOF??
?????????????????????????????ER?? 20%?NR?? 5% ?
?????????????????????????????????
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5.2 Slow/Total??????????
? 5.2.1(??) ????????????? 22Na ???????S1 ? Slow/Total ?????
???????????????? S1 ?????? Slow/Total ? mean±1σ ????±1σ ??
??????? 68.3% ???????????????Slow/Total ? mean ??S1 ????
????????????????????? 0.7 ???????????????????
????? 5.2.1(??) ????? 252Cf ?????? S1–Slow/Total ??????NR ???
Slow/Total∼ 0.3??????????TOF cut?????????????????????
???????????????? (PTFE??) ???? (n,γ)????ER????????
? 5.2.1 0 V/cm???? 22Na????? (?)??? 252Cf????? (?)? S1–Slow/Total??
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xα−1(1− x)β−1 dx (5.2.2)
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? μ????





















? 5.2.2?????? 22Na?????? S1? 1 p.e.??????? Slow/Total??????
????????????????????????????? α, β ????? μ, σ ????









? S1??????????? μ? σ? plot?????? 5.2.3??????????????
????????????
y = λ0 + λ · tan−1 kx (5.2.7)
y = ζ0 + ζ · (x+ ξ)−η (5.2.8)
??????????????? 5.2.3??? S1?????? μ, σ ?????????????
? (5.2.7), ? (7.2.5)?????????????? 5.2.1? mean±1σ ???????????
???????????
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Slow/Total











4.00 <= S1 < 5.00
Slow/Total











6.00 <= S1 < 7.00
Slow/Total











8.00 <= S1 < 9.00
Slow/Total












10.00 <= S1 < 11.00
Slow/Total













20.00 <= S1 < 21.00
Slow/Total









30.00 <= S1 < 31.00
Slow/Total










100.00 <= S1 < 101.00
Slow/Total










200.00 <= S1 < 201.00
Slow/Total










300.00 <= S1 < 301.00
? 5.2.2 0 V/cm, 22Na????? S1?????? Slow/Total?? (?)??????? (?)
S1 (p.e.)














 / ndf 2χ  404.5 / 390
0λ  0.002022± 0.5942 
λ  0.001192± 0.07679 
k         0.0005397± 0.01769 
(kx)-1*tanλ + 0λ
S1 (p.e.)















0.2  / ndf 
2χ  464.1 / 392
ξ  0.05428± 0.8236 
η  2.464± 16.82 
ζ  0.5081± 2.129 
0
ζ  0.001531± 0.0149 
0
ζ + η-)ξ*(x+ζ
? 5.2.3 0 V/cm???? ER??? Slow/Total? μ, σ
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Slow/Total










4.00 <= S1 < 5.00
Slow/Total










6.00 <= S1 < 7.00
Slow/Total











8.00 <= S1 < 9.00
Slow/Total











10.00 <= S1 < 11.00
Slow/Total










20.00 <= S1 < 21.00
Slow/Total









30.00 <= S1 < 31.00
Slow/Total










100.00 <= S1 < 101.00
Slow/Total









200.00 <= S1 < 205.00
Slow/Total











300.00 <= S1 < 305.00
? 5.2.4 0 V/cm, 252Cf ????? S1 ?????? Slow/Total ?? (?) ???????
(?:Sum??:ER??:NR)
S1 (p.e.)















0.45  / ndf 2χ  209.5 / 179
0λ  0.002408± 0.4512 
λ  0.001415±0.1466−
k         0.0003926± 0.02033 
(kx)-1*tanλ + 0λ
S1 (p.e.)















0.2  / ndf 2χ  134.7 / 179
ξ  0.0138± 1.698 
η  1.241± 35.36 
ζ  11.99± 99.73 
0
ζ  0.0009418± 0.03274 
0
ζ + η-)ξ*(x+ζ
? 5.2.5 0 V/cm???? NR??? Slow/Total? μ, σ
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252Cf ?????????? 22Na????????S1?????? Slow/Total??????



















αER , βER ? 22Na ??????????????????? S1 ?????? Slow/total ???
???????? 5.2.4???????????? (5.2.9)??????????????????
? NR??? ER??????????????? μNR , σNR ??????? (5.2.7)?? (7.2.5)
?????????? 5.2.5????
??????? Slow/Total??????????????????????????????
??? 200 V/cm??? 3000 V/cm???? 22Na, 252Cf ???? PSD???? 5.2.6????
?????????????????? μER , μNR ?? 5.2.7??????ER????????
????????? μ
ER
????????????????S1 ∼ 50 p.e.??????????
??????????????????????????????????????NR????
?????????????S1???????????????? μNR ???????????
? NR??????????SCENE?????????????? [101] *2?
? 5.2.6 200 V/cm(?) ??? 3000 V/cm(?) ?????22Na ??? (?) ??? 252Cf
??? (?)? Slow/Total???
*2 SCENE?? PSD??????? f90  1− Slow/Total????????????????????
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S1 (p.e.)





















































? 5.2.7 ????????ER?? (?)??? NR?? (?)? Slow/Total? S1???
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5.3 log(S2/S1)????????????
? 5.3.1??????? 1000 V/cm?????? 22Na????? (??) ??? 252Cf????
? (??)??S1? log10(S2/S1)????????????????????? S1??????




? 5.3.1 1000 V/cm???? 22Na????? (?)??? 252Cf????? (?)? S1–log(S2/S1)??
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± 1σ ?????? S1?????????????????????????????????
???? [107]?Slow/Total????????????????
log10(S2/S1)???????? Slow/Total????????S1?????????? μ??
????? σ ??????S1 ??????????????????? log10(S2/S1) ????
?? Gauss?????????????????????????? [84]??????????
??Gauss??? μ, σ ????????? S1????? μ??????? σ ????????
????????????????????????????? log10(S2/S1)????????
log10(S2/S1)− μ????????????μ??ER/NR?????????????????
????? μ = f(S1)????????
? 5.3.2? 22Na???? 5.3.3? 252Cf???????? S1?????? log10(S2/S1)−μER/NR
??? Gauss?????????????Slow/Total???????252Cf??????? ER
??? NR??????????μER ? 22Na????????????????????σER ?





(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log





Na, 1.0 p.e. <= S1 < 5.0 p.e.22
(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log






Na, 6.0 p.e. <= S1 < 10.0 p.e.22
(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log






Na, 11.0 p.e. <= S1 < 15.0 p.e.22
(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log





Na, 21.0 p.e. <= S1 < 30.0 p.e.22
(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log









Na, 31.0 p.e. <= S1 < 40.0 p.e.22
(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log








Na, 41.0 p.e. <= S1 < 50.0 p.e.22
(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log








Na, 101.0 p.e. <= S1 < 110.0 p.e.22
(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log





Na, 201.0 p.e. <= S1 < 210.0 p.e.22
(S2/S1) - ER mean
10
log









Na, 301.0 p.e. <= S1 < 310.0 p.e.22
? 5.3.2 1000 V/cm, 22Na????? S1?????? log(S2/S1)−μER ?? (?)??????? (?)
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(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log








Cf, 36.0 p.e. <= S1 < 40.0 p.e.252
(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log






Cf, 41.0 p.e. <= S1 < 45.0 p.e.252
(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log






Cf, 51.0 p.e. <= S1 < 55.0 p.e.252
(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log








Cf, 61.0 p.e. <= S1 < 70.0 p.e.252
(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log








Cf, 71.0 p.e. <= S1 < 80.0 p.e.252
(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log







Cf, 81.0 p.e. <= S1 < 90.0 p.e.252
(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log






Cf, 101.0 p.e. <= S1 < 110.0 p.e.252
(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log







Cf, 201.0 p.e. <= S1 < 210.0 p.e.252
(S2/S1) - NR mean
10
log






Cf, 301.0 p.e. <= S1 < 310.0 p.e.252
? 5.3.3 1000 V/cm, 252Cf????? S1?????? log(S2/S1)−μNR ?? (?)????
??? (?:Sum??:ER??:NR)?NR????????????? ER?????????
??????????????????????????
???? μ = f(S1)??? μ
ER/NR
????????????????S1? log10(S2/S1)− μ
??????????????? 5.3.4?????22Na????? (?)??? 252Cf??? (?)
???????? μ
ER/NR
??????????????????? log10(S2/S1) − μ ? S1 ?
???????????????????? S1 ??????? log10(S2/S1) − μ ??????




??????????????????????252Cf ????????? (S1  20 p.e.) ??
ER??? NR?????????μNR ?????????????
????????? 1000 V/cm????????????????????????????
?????? 5.3.5?????????????? 200 V/cm (?)????????? 3000 V/cm
(?) ? S1 ? log10(S2/S1) ???????????? 22Na???? 252Cf ??????????
???200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 V/cm????????????? μER , μNR , σER , σNR ??
???? S1?????? 5.3.6???? 5.3.7??????
???????????????????????????????????????? S1?
????? S2?? (?????)???????????log10(S2/S1)????????????
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S1 (p.e.)































































ER mean @  1000V/cm
S1 (p.e.)














NR mean @ 1000V/cm
? 5.3.4 ??μ
ER/NR
????????? log10(S2/S1)? S1?????? 22Na??? 252Cf
??????? 1000 V/cm????????? S1???????Guss??????????
???
??? 5.3.5???? 5.3.6??????????????? ER/NR???????????ER
?????? log10(S2/S1)?????????????? S1????????????????
??????? S1?????????? ER? NR????????????????????
?????????? S1???????? ER? NR???????????????????
??????????????? ER??????????????????? S1??????
????????? ER/NR?????????????
? 5.3.7 ????? log10(S2/S1) − μ ????? σ ??ER ??? S1  200 p.e. ?????
NR ???????? S1 ???????????? σER  0.12, σNR  0.06 ????????
???????S2/S1????? Slow/Total???????????????????????
?????????????????????/??????????????????????
(???)?????????????????????ER??? S1 < 200 p.e.???????
?????????????????????????????????????S1?????
?????????μER ????????????? 3000 V/cm???μER ? S1  30 p.e.??
????? σER ? S1  60 p.e.????????????????? 5.3.4?????????
μ = f(S1)???????????????????????????
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?????????????
? 5.3.5 200 V/cm(?)??? 3000 V/cm(?)???? 22Na??? (?)??? 252Cf??
? (?)? log10(S2/S1)??
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S1 (p.e.)













































? 5.3.6 ????????????ER ?? (?) ??? NR ?? (?) ? log10(S2/S1) ??
?? μ? S1???
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? 5.3.7 ????????????ER ?? (?) ??? NR ?? (?) ? log10(S2/S1) − μ
????? σ ? S1???
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5.4 Slow/Total? log(S2/S1)???
???????Slow/Total? log(S2/S1)? 2?????????????? 5.4.1??200, 1000,
3000 V/cm ? 3 ?????????252Cf ??? (?) ? 22Na ??? (?) ?????? S1 ?
?? 45–55 p.e.(??) ? 145–155 p.e.(??) ??????? Slow/Total–log(S2/S1) ????
????????? S1 ?????????Slow/Total ??????????????????
log(S2/S1)???????????????????????? S1?????????????
??? Slow/Total?log(S2/S1)???????????????
??????????? ER/NR????????????? ρ????????? 5.4.1??
???????? |ρ| < 0.2????????????????
??????????





































































































? 5.4.1 ????????S1?????????? PSD? log(S2/S1)? 2???????
???????? 200 V/cm(??)?1000 V/cm(???)?3000 V/cm(??)???? S1 ?
? 45–55 p.e.(??)?145–155 p.e.(??)??? 252Cf??? 22Na????
? 5.4.1 ER/NR????? Slow/Total? log(S2/S1)??????? ρ
Drift-Field S1 [p.e.] ER NR
Slow/Total log(S2/S1) ρ Slow/Total log(S2/S1) ρ
200 V/cm
[45, 55] [0.4, 0.90] [-0.2, 0.4] -0.08 [0.10, 0.50] [-0.2, 0.4] 0.17
[145, 155] [0.4, 0.90] [-0.2, 0.5] 0.04 [0.10, 0.40] [-0.6, 0.1] 0.16
1000 V/cm
[45, 55] [0.4, 0.90] [0.0, 1.0] 0.01 [0.15, 0.50] [-0.3, 0.6] 0.04
[145, 155] [0.4, 0.90] [0.2, 1.2] 0.06 [0.10, 0.40] [-0.3, 0.4] 0.09
3000 V/cm
[45, 55] [0.5, 0.85] [0.5, 1.3] 0.07 [0.15, 0.45] [0.4, 0.8] 0.07
[145, 155] [0.5, 0.85] [0.9, 1.4] 0.12 [0.15, 0.38] [0.0, 0.6] 0.17
??????????S1??????? Slow/Total? log(S2/S1)????????????





Models of Scintillation and Ionization
????????????????????????????????? S1, S2???????
????????????????????????????????????????NEST




























???????? nq ????????????????α := 〈Nex/Ni〉 ?????????W ?
1???????????????? (eﬀective work function)???*2?ER?????????
??????? α = 0.21, W = 19.5 eV [112], ???????? α = 0.06, W = 13.7 eV [113]
???????????W ??? ER?????????????????? ER???? L = 1
????NR???? L????????????????????W/L??????????
*1 http://nest.physics.ucdavis.edu/
*2 ???? (W ?)????????????????????????????????????Wph ?????
???????






























? 6.1.1 NEST(v0.98)??????????? [111]?????????
???????NR ??? α ?????????????????? 1 ???????????
?????? 0.7–1.1 (C.E.Dahl [84])????????? 0.6–2.4 (H.Cao [105]) ???????
??NEST??????????? global ﬁt??????????? F ??????????
E0 ??????????????? [111]?




ζ = 0.0472+0.0088−0.0073 (6.1.6)
β = 239+28−8.8 (6.1.7)
??? ????? (6.1.19)?????????????????????????? (6.1.4)?
?? 100, 1000, 5000 V/cm?????????????? 6.1.2??????????????
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 for LXe in NESTNRα
? 6.1.2 NEST???? NR?????????? αNR
????????????????????? r?????????????????????
??????????????????????????? N ′ex ?????? N ′i ?
N ′ex = Nex + r ·Ni (6.1.8)
N ′i = (1− r) ·Ni (6.1.9)
????r ? ER? NR?????????? E0 ????? F ??????
???????????????? Biexcitonic quenching????????????????
fl ? 1??????ER???? fl = 1?????????????????????????
????????? nph ???????? ne ?


















· (1− r) (6.1.13)
????????????? S1, S2???????????????? g1, g2 ????
S1 = g1 · nph (6.1.14)




?????????????????????????g2/g1 ???? 1????? S2????
???
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??????????????????????????????????? g1, g2 ?????
???????? (? 6.1.3)?
S2 yield [PE/keV]

























(a)  / ndf                 6.1 / 122χ
 0.09±(max) [PE/keV]  5.33 phW/1g






















122 keV 57Co peak














Single phase, separate charge/light
Single phase, simultaneous charge/light
Dual phase, simultaneous charge/light
? 6.1.3 2?????????ER??? S1–S2??????????? (40 keV γ?) [105]?
?????? (122 keV γ ?) [84]?
6.1.2 ????
L??? fl ? NR???????????????????????????????????
?????????????*3??????????????????????????????

















g() = 30.15 + 0.70.6 +  (6.1.20)
k = 0.133Z2/3A−1.2 (6.1.21)
*3 ????? S1????????????˙???????????????
*4 L???????? qnc ? fn ????????????
*5 L????????? Se/(Se + Sn) ?????????????? (??? [111, 114])???????????
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????????*6???? Z,A????????????????????? 6.1.4(?)???
???????????????????? L???????????????????????
??????????Lindhard??? Ziegler et al. [116]? Lenz-Jensen [117, 118]??????
NEST??? [111]? Section VI? F.Bezrukov et al. [119]?????????Lindhard theory
?????????????????  = 0.01 (?????? 9.6 keV??????? 0.7 keV) ?
??????????????????????????????
Recoil Energy (keV)



























































? 6.1.4 Mei model [114]???????? Lindhard factor L(?)??????? (dE/dx)el ?? (?)
??????????? Lindhard theory ??? L ??????????????????
? [49]????????????????????????Biexcitonic quenching??????





A · (dEdx )el










, kB : const. (6.1.23)
????????? [114]?(dEdx )el ????????*7?? 6.1.4(?)?????????????
???????????????eﬀective scintillation eﬃciency Leﬀ ???????????
??????????NR ????????????????????? S1 ????ER ??
(NEST?? 57Co? 122 keV γ ??????)???????????
Leﬀ(Enr) := S1NR(Enr, F = 0)/Enr
S1ER(Eγ , F = 0)/Eγ
(6.1.24)
???????????? Enr ????????????Eγ ? γ ??????????????
? (6.1.12)??????
Leﬀ = L · fl ·
(αNR + rNR,0)/(αNR + 1)
(αER + rER,0)/(αER + 1)
(6.1.25)
*6 ????NEST?? k ??????????????????????? (6.1.21)?????????
*7 Mei ???????? dE/dx ????????????? “the electronic stopping power dE/dx” ????
???????????????dE/dx, (dE/dx)el, LETel ??????????????????????
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??????? αNR , αER ????? NR????? ER?????????rNR,0 , rER,0 ????
????? NR????? ER?????????????? rNR,0 = rER,0 = 1???????

























? 6.1.5 ???????????????? (? [102])????????? (? [111])? Leﬀ ?????
? 6.1.5??????? (?)????????? (?)??????????????????
?? Leﬀ ????????????????????????????????
MicroCLEAN [82] ? Creus et al. [120] ??? 1????????????DD-generator?
?? 2.8 MeV?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? Enr ???????????? Enr > 20 keVnr ????????
???? Leﬀ  0.25????????????????????????????
SCENE [101] ? ARIS [102] ???? 2?????*8??????????????????
????????SCENE ????????? (2.316–3.607 MeV ???) ? LiF ??????
????7Li(p, n)7Be ????????? 0.510–1.773 MeV ????????????ARIS
? 14.63 MeV ??? Li??????????????????H(7Li, n)7Be????????
? 1.45 ± 0.085 MeV ??????????????????????? TPC ??? TOF ?
?????????????????????????????????? Enr ???????
Enr < 20 keVnr ???Leﬀ ????????????????
L? Lindhard????????rNR,0 = rER,0 = 1???????Leﬀ ?????? Fit???
??Mei???????? kB ??????????????????????? kB ?????






















, η, λ : const. (6.1.27)
*8 ????ARIS????????????????S1?????????????
*9 ?????
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????*10??????????NEST??? global ﬁt?? η = 3.3+5.3−0.7, λ = 1.14+0.45−0.09 ???
???????? [111]?
? 6.1.1 ?????????????????? kB ????????
kB [MeV
? 1 g cm? 2] k∗B [MeV
? 2 g2 cm? 4]
Mei original [114] 7.4× 10−4 –
SCENE [101] (5.0± 0.2)× 10−4 –
ARIS [102] (5.2± 0.6)× 10−4 (−2.0± 0.7)× 10−7
DarkSide-50 [122] (4.66+0.86−0.94)× 10−4 –
this work (S1 spectrum) [121] (3.5± 0.2)× 10−4 –
6.1.3 ???????




??????? O(100 nm) ∼ O(1 μm) ?????????????? [123, 84]???????
???????????????????????? (??)????????????????
??? (? 6.1.6 ?)?????????? Thomas-Imel Box (TIB) model [60]?????NR?
???????? ER??????????????????? ER?????????????
??????????????????????????? (? 6.1.6 ?)???????????
????????????????????? (dE/dx)el ???????????????? ?
?????????????? [112, 55]?????????????? Birks????????
???????Doke-Birks model ??????
recoil electron/nucleus ionized region
a
short track




*10 NEST??? [111]???Mei??? [114]??????????? (6.1.27)????????????????
????????????????????????
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????? r ? TIB model, Doke-Birks model??? Jaﬀe?????? [124]
∂n+
∂t
= v+ · ∇n+ + d+∇2n+ − α′n−n+ (6.1.28)
∂n−
∂t
= v− · ∇n− + d−∇2n− − α′n+n− (6.1.29)
??????????????? +,− ???????????????n±(x, t) ????/??
???? (???/????? N±(t) =
∫
d3x n±(x, t))?v± ????????d± ??????α′
??????????
TIB model ???????????????????????????z ?????????










t = 0????????????????? 2a??????????????????????
?????????????


















??????????????????? Ni ?????????? ς ????????????
?????Thomas & Imel????????????????? u± ???? v± = ∓u±F ??
?????????NEST???????????????? γ, δ ????
ς = γF−δ (6.1.36)
??????????????????? TIB model ? δ = 1, γ = α′/4a2u− ??????
ξ := Ni · ς ?????r = 1− 1ξ ln(1− ξ)? ξ ????????????????r ??????
E0 ??????? γ ???????????? F ?????????????????ξ → 0?








?????? [84]???? ?????k ? Boltzman??? T ????e??????????
???????????? ς ?
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????

































?? N±(t) = n±(t)V ????????n0 ??????? (dE/dx)el ????????*11?





V K · (dE/dx)el/N±(0)
1 + α′τK · (dE/dx)el (6.1.45)
????????????? A, B ?????
r =
A · (dE/dx)el
1 +B · (dE/dx)el (6.1.46)
??????????? dx???-???????????????”volume recombination”?
???????????? (MeV??)??????????????????????dE/dx → ∞
???? r → 1????????????????????????????????????
???”geminate recombination”?????? C ????
r =
A · (dE/dx)el




??????? 1 MeV????????? O(1 GeV)???????????????????
(?????? 0.8??????? 0.6)???????????? [55]???? C ?? geminate
recombination?????????????????????????????????????
*11 ?????????????? LETel ????????????(dE/dx)el ? LETel ????????????
????????????????????????????????????? A??????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? A, C ?????????????????????????
??????????????
? 6.1.7? NEST????????????????? Doke-Birks model????? A, C ?
???????? [113]?NEST????????????? 2???????????????
??????????? γ ? (?? 122 keV)??? ER?????? A???????? C = 0
???????????????????????? (?? 1 MeV)??? ER?????? C ?
?????????? A = B = 0???????
? 6.1.7 ?????????? Doke-Birks model ????? A,C ?????? (?) ??
????? LET??? (?) [113]
??????????????????????????????????? ER ?????
?????????????? γ ????????????????????? Ly = nph/Eγ ?
???????????????????ARIS??? 41.5–511 keV????????????
???? S1 ????????????????????????????????? (? 6.1.8
?)?TIB model ????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? 6.1.8????????????
??? [113]??15 keVee ????? TIB model ? Doke-Birks model???????????
?????????????????????????????
4ξNi = 4ςER = 0.91± 0.07 (6.1.48)
A = 0.18± 0.07 MeV/cm2 (6.1.49)














r0 ·Ni +Nex (6.1.52)
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? 6.1.8 ?????ER?????? S1??????????????? [102]??????
? [113]?(????? 30 keV????????K shell?????)
??????? 6.1.9?ARIS????NR?? (left)??? ER?? (right)? S1???????
????????????? 50, 100, 200, 500 V/cm? 4??????????? 40–300 keVee





= 1, r0 = 1 ?????????ER ?????
?? r0 ? 0.8–1 ???????? r0 = 1 ????????????????????????
??? [125] *12?NR ?????????????????????????????????
??*13*14
ςNR = γNR · F−δNR (6.1.53)
γNR = 18.5± 9.7 (V/cm)δNR (6.1.54)
δNR = 1.07± 0.09 (6.1.55)
A = (2.5± 0.2)× 10−1cm/MeV (6.1.56)
C = C ′ · e−D·F (6.1.57)
C ′ = 0.77± 0.1 (6.1.58)
D = (3.5± 0.3)× 10−3cm/V (6.1.59)
?????? [102]???????? S1?????? SCENE???????????????
??????????????????????????????? A??????
S2?????????S1???????????????????????????????
g2 ? L??????????????????????? r0 ???????




· (1− r) (6.1.60)
? 6.1.10? SCENE(?)??? Joshi et al.(?)??????????ER????? NR??
???? S2(ne)??????????? [101]?SCENE???? 96.4, 193, 293, 486 V/cm?
*12 ??????? 1 MeV???? r0 = 0.8????? [55]????????
*13 ARIS ????? γNR ? Cbox?δNR ? β ?????????????????????? NEST ??????
??γ, δ ?????
*14 ARIS??? [102]?? A = (2.5± 0.2)× 10−3cm/MeV ??????????????? 6.1.9(?)????
? dE/dx ???????(????????????) ESTAR ??? dE/dx ? 100????????????
?????????????????


































































? 6.1.9 ARIS???????????????? (S1)?????? [102]???NR???ER
???????ER??? 83mKr? 41.5 keV γ ???NR?????????????????
???????????? (???????16.9, 25.4, 36.1, 57.3 keVnr ???) ???????





= 0.61 ????? Fit ????
γER ∼ 0.5 (V/cm)δ ??????????*16???????????????????????
????????ARIS? S1??????????????????
Joshi et. al. [126]??S2?????????????? 2??????????????ER
???? 37Ar? K-shell X? (2.82 keV)??NR???? 1.932 MeV??????? Li2CO3
????????????????? (???????? ∼70 keV ???) ?????????
?????????????????????????????????? 6.7 keVnr ? back
scatter ????????????ER ??????? 3000 V/cm ???NR ???????
2130 V/cm????????? 6.1.10(?)???? ER?????? NR??????????
g2 ???? 33%?????????????????? box????????ER??????
? Fit????????TIB model???????? γ = 2.37 (V/cm)δ, δ = 0.61??????
????*17?NR????????γ, δ ? ER??????????????????? 0.25?
????Fit??? αNR = 0.19??????????
DarkSide-50?????ER???????????TIB model?? Doke-Birks model???
?”PARIS (Precision Argon Recoil Ionisation and Scintillation) model” [122] ???????
?????????????DarkSide-50??? 39Ar, 57Co, 133Ba????? ER??? S1?
????????????????????????????????????????????
r = erf(E/p1)(p2 × e−E/p3 + p4) (6.1.61)
p1 = 3.77 keVee (6.1.62)
p2 = 0.277 (6.1.63)
p3 = 113 keVee (6.1.64)
p4 = 0.665 (6.1.65)
???????????????200 V/cm?????????????????S2?????
?????????????ARIS? 200 V/cm??? (40–300 keVee)???????????
*15 ????????????????? TIB model???? Doke- Birks model??????????????
*16 SCENE????? γER ? C83mKr?γNR ? C?δ ? B ?????????????
*17 Joshi????? γ ? C?δ ? b?????????????



















2.82 keV - 37Ar K-capture















? 6.1.10 ?????????????? (S2 ??) ?????????SCENE [101]???
Joshi et al. [126]
??? [102]?10 keVee ????????????????????????
Energy [keV]




























































? 6.1.11 PARIS model [122] ???? ER???????? (?)???????????
??????????? S1??????? (39Ar? β ???)
6.2 ???????????????????
NEST??????????????????????????????? (6.1.12)?? (6.1.13)?
???????????????????????????? nph, ne ????????????
???? E0 ???????????? S1–log10(S2/S1)??????????????????
???????????????? S1??? S2????? g1, g2 ? 2???????????
?????????? (ER/NR)?????????????????????????????
??? S1????? 5.7 p.e./keVee ????g1 = 0.123?????????S2????????
g2 ?????????? 1????? S2???? g2/g1 ??????????S1–log10(S2/S1)
??????????
log10(S2/S1) = log10(ne/nph) + log10(g2/g1) (6.2.1)
????g2/g1 ??????????????????????????????????????
? 6.2.1 ??????? 200 V/cm ? 22Na ??? 252Cf ?????ARIS [102] (ER ???
Doke-Bieks model, NR ??? TIB model) ??? Joshi et al. [126](ER ??? TIB model)
????????????? S1–log10(S2/S1) ??????????????????????
g2/g1 = 11??????ER??????????????? TIB model??????????












































? 6.2.1 ?????? 200 V/cm?????????? S1–log10(S2/S1)????? μER/NR
????????????? S1–log10(S2/S1) ????????????????? 22Na ?
?? ER ????? 252Cf ??? ER ???????? 5.3.5 ??????????????
?????
????????????????? 3000 V/cm ????????????????????







































? 6.2.2 ?????? 3000 V/cm?????? 6.2.1????????????
???????????????????????????? S2, S1???????????
????? g2/g1 ??????????????g1, g2 ??????????????????
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?????α := Nex/Ni ????????????????????????????????
???????? 6.2.3?????? ER ?????? NR ??????SCENE ?? 83mKr ?
40 keV γ ???? ER??? S2???? TIB model???????????????????
? TIB model ???? Doke-Birks model ????????????????ARIS, Joshi et.
al. ??????????????? ER? NR??????????????????????
DarkSide-50???????Joshi et al.??????????? S2 Gain? 33%??????
????????????? ARIS????????????SCENE? NR?? S1?????
???????? (?? A??)???????????? ARIS??????????????
???????? 500 V/cm ??????????????????SCENE ???????S2
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????
• ARIS, SCENE(S1) ?????? 400 V/cm ???????????????????
g2/g1 ∼ 10????
• Joshi et al.???????????????????? 20%??????????????
• SCENE? S2???? (??????????)? 2?????????.
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6.2.1 ER?????????????
200–3000 V/cm ? ER ?????????α
ER




S1 = g1 · E0
W
· αER + r
αER + 1
(6.2.3)







(1− rTIB)2 + (1− rDB)2 (6.2.5)
rTIB = 1−








1 +B · dE/dx + C, B =
A
1− C (6.2.7)
????dE/dx ?? ESTAR *18 ???????????????????????????
????? 6.2.4–6.2.5 ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????Doke-Birks model????? A,C ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????? 1500 V/cm ????????????????????????????
60 keVee ???????????????????????????????????????
?????log10(S2/S1)?????? (TIB model? Doke-Birks model??????)????
?? 10 keVee ??????????????????????????? 6.2.1(free C ??)?
?????
? 6.2.1 ??????????????????? ER???????????? (g2/g1 = 10)
drift-ﬁeld ςER [×10−2] A [×10−1 cm/MeV] C [×10−1]
[V/cm] free C ﬁxed C free C ﬁxed C free C ﬁxed C
200 8.21 ± 0.11 8.19 ± 0.09 0.65 ± 0.07 0.78 ± 0.05 6.30 ± 0.14 6.01
300 5.60 ± 0.11 5.80 ± 0.10 1.37 ± 0.23 0.92 ± 0.09 4.31 ± 0.37 5.16
400 4.71 ± 0.10 4.89 ± 0.08 1.20 ± 0.16 0.94 ± 0.09 3.89 ± 0.30 4.45
500 4.10 ± 0.06 4.34 ± 0.05 1.66 ± 0.17 0.97 ± 0.06 2.46 ± 0.29 3.87
600 4.12 ± 0.05 4.22 ± 0.04 1.06 ± 0.06 1.02 ± 0.04 3.29 ± 0.13 3.39
800 3.43 ± 0.05 3.49 ± 0.04 0.93 ± 0.04 0.97 ± 0.04 2.74 ± 0.11 2.67
1000 3.09 ± 0.03 3.19 ± 0.03 0.81 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.03 2.20 ± 0.74 2.18
1500 2.21 ± 0.03 2.31 ± 0.03 0.75 ± 0.03 0.74 ± 0.03 1.45 ± 0.98 1.53
2000 1.95 ± 0.04 2.03 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.03 1.33 ± 0.07 1.28
3000 1.57 ± 0.05 1.82 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.08 1.15
?? 3????????????????????????????????????????
???? 500 V/cm???????????????????????????????????
??? (???A,C)?????????????????????????? 6.2.6? 200 V/cm
?????????A? C ??? ςER ? C ??????????????? 3????????
*18 https://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Star/Text/ESTAR.html
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?????? C ??????? F ? plot???
C(F ) = C1 + C2e
−DC ·F (6.2.8)
?????????? (? 6.2.7?)???? ARIS??? (? 6.1.57)????????????
???????? oﬀset??????????????????????
C1 = 0.112± 0.007 (6.2.9)
C2 = 0.717± 0.027 (6.2.10)
DC = (1.92± 0.11)× 10−3 cm/V (6.2.11)
?????C ???????????????A, ςER ? 2????????? log10(S2/S1)??
??????????????? 6.2.1(ﬁxed C ??) ???????500 V/cm??? A???
???????????????????????? C ????? Fit??? A, ςER ?????
???????????? 6.2.7 (?) ???? 6.2.8????????????????????
??
A(F ) = A1 +A2Fe
−DA·F (6.2.12)
ςER(F ) = γER · F−δER (6.2.13)
??????????????????????????????? 6.2.2??????????
??????? g2/g1 = 8??? g2/g1 = 12???????????????? 1????? 3
???????????????g2/g1 ??????????
? 6.2.7???? 6.2.8?????ARIS??? Joshi et. al.???????????????
???ςER ??????????????/???????????????????? γER ??
??????? 2.37 ? 7????????? g2 ????? 33% ??????????????
??? δ
ER
? g2 ???????????????????????? δER = 0.61??????
?????? A,C ???????????????????????????????? A ?
C ?????????????????????A? ARIS??? 2.5× 10−3cm/MeV ????
????? log10(S2/S1) ? S1 ≤ 300 p.e. ????????????600 V/cm ???????
???????????? C ??? ARIS ????????????????????????
????? C ????????????????????????????? ARIS ????
40–300 keVee ??????????????????????????????? ≤ 60 keVee
??????????????????????????? < 100 keVnr ??????????
???????? ∼ 25 keVee??????????? 50 keVee ???????????????
??????????????????????
? 6.2.2 ER????????????? (6.2.8)?? (6.2.12)?? (6.2.13)???????
g2/g1 8 10 12
γER [(V/cm)
δER ] 1.40± 0.05 1.68± 0.06 1.86± 0.07
δER 0.60± 0.01 0.58± 0.01 0.55± 0.01
A1 [×10−2 cm/MeV] 4.13± 0.04 3.57± 0.03 3.27± 0.04
A2 [×10−4 cm/MeV/V] 3.48± 0.03 2.93± 0.02 2.62± 0.02
DA [×10−3 cm/V] 1.85± 0.01 1.72± 0.01 1.67± 0.01
C1 [×10−1 cm/MeV] 0.46± 0.07 1.12± 0.07 1.67± 0.06
C2 [×10−1 cm/MeV] 7.41± 0.35 7.17± 0.27 6.86± 0.22
CA [×10−3 cm/V] 2.13± 0.15 1.92± 0.11 1.75± 0.09
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S1 (p.e.)













0 p.e. < S1 < 317 p.e.
ee < Er < 59.9 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 49.28 / 312χ
 0.001078± = 0.082162 
ER
ς
 0.006742±A = 0.064507 
 0.014366±C = 0.627325 
S1 (p.e.)













0 p.e. < S1 < 301 p.e.
ee < Er < 60.0 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 59.81 / 422χ
 0.001057± = 0.055910 
ER
ς
 0.022652±A = 0.137094 
 0.037164±C = 0.431270 
S1 (p.e.)













0 p.e. < S1 < 286 p.e.
ee < Er < 60.0 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 54.78 / 452χ
 0.000952± = 0.047071 
ER
ς
 0.015653±A = 0.120456 
 0.029843±C = 0.388814 
S1 (p.e.)











0 p.e. < S1 < 272 p.e.
ee < Er < 60.1 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 21.83 / 252χ
 0.000633± = 0.040980 
ER
ς
 0.016568±A = 0.165882 
 0.028899±C = 0.245996 
S1 (p.e.)












0 p.e. < S1 < 266 p.e.
ee < Er < 60.1 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 69.22 / 432χ
 0.000465± = 0.041245 
ER
ς
 0.005591±A = 0.105713 
 0.012590±C = 0.328875 
S1 (p.e.)













0 p.e. < S1 < 245 p.e.
ee < Er < 60.0 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 52.87 / 482χ
 0.000468± = 0.034345 
ER
ς
 0.004356±A = 0.093126 
 0.011271±C = 0.274179 
? 6.2.4 ER?? S1–log(S2/S1)???????????????? (200–800 V/cm)
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S1 (p.e.)












0 p.e. < S1 < 223 p.e.
ee < Er < 59.9 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 91.89 / 572χ
 0.000344± = 0.030932 
ER
ς
 0.002497±A = 0.081495 
 0.007369±C = 0.219162 
S1 (p.e.)












0 p.e. < S1 < 198 p.e.
ee < Er < 60.0 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 45.96 / 392χ
 0.000340± = 0.022102 
ER
ς
 0.003011±A = 0.075402 
 0.009778±C = 0.144826 
S1 (p.e.)












0 p.e. < S1 < 177 p.e.
ee < Er < 60.1 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 65.36 / 592χ
 0.000358± = 0.019548 
ER
ς
 0.001821±A = 0.054630 
 0.007026±C = 0.133438 
S1 (p.e.)













0 p.e. < S1 < 152 p.e.
ee < Er < 60.1 keVee0.0 keV
/ndf = 61.20 / 402χ
 0.000498± = 0.015701 
ER
ς
 0.001935±A = 0.044023 
 0.008417±C = 0.086869 
? 6.2.5 ER?? S1–log(S2/S1)???????????????? (1000–3000 V/cm)
A [cm/MeV]


















? 6.2.6 200 V/cm???? ER????????????? (??A? C???ςER ? C)
???? ?? 1σ???? 2σ ??????
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Drift-Field (V/cm)




























? 6.2.7 ??????? A,C (Doke-Birks model, ER)????????????????
? (?)?????? (?)????
Drift-Field (V/cm)













? 6.2.8 ??????? ςER (TIB model, ER)????????????????? (?)?
????? (?)????
6.2.2 NR?????????????
252Cf ?????? NR?????????? 200–3000 V/cm ????????? log10(S2/S1)
??????????????????????




· αNR + r
αNR + 1
(6.2.14)











????ER?????????? g1 = 0.123, g2/g1 = 10????????????????
?????? kB = 3.5× 10−4 MeV−1 g cm−2 ?????????????? free parameter?
αNR , ςNR ? 2 ?????????? α ??ER ?????????????? (αER = 0.21) ?
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????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????ARIS? DarkSide-50???????? αNR = 1?????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????3000 V/cm ????? αNR = 1 ???????????????
6.2.9(?)????
S1 (p.e.)













0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 153.2 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 9254.36 / 292χ
 0.000000± = 1.000000 NRα














? 6.2.9 3000 V/cm ???? NR ?? S1–log(S2/S1) ????????????????
???? αNR = 1??????????????????????????????? ςNR ?






????????? (? (6.1.4)???? 6.1.2)?????αNR ???????????????
???ER????????????????????????????????? S1 ≤ 300 p.e.
??????????????????????? 300, 400, 600, 800, 1500 V/cm ?????
ER? NR????????????????????????S1 ∼ 50 p.e.?????????
?????????
? 6.2.9(?)??3000 V/cm???? αNR , ςNR ?????????ER? A, C ???????




ςNR(F ) = γNR · F−δNR (6.2.17)
??????????????γNR = 1.108 ± 0.026 (V/cm)δNR , δNR = 0.566 ± 0.003 ????
ςNR ?????????????αNR ??? free paremater????? log10(S2/S1)?????
?????????ςNR ????????????????????????? 6.2.3????
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? 6.2.3 ??????????????????? NR???????????? (g2/g1 = 10)
drift-ﬁeld αNR ςNR [×10−2]
[V/cm] free ςNR ﬁxed ςNR free ςNR ﬁxed ςNR
200 0.62± 0.05 1.18± 0.02 6.37± 0.08 5.53
300 1.31± 0.48 0.98± 0.06 4.12± 0.37 4.40
400 0.84± 0.15 (0.38± 0.02) 3.35± 0.11 3.73
500 1.07± 0.01 0.97± 0.01 3.22± 0.06 3.29
600 0.70± 0.17 0.94± 0.02 3.16± 0.14 2.97
800 0.86± 0.12 0.83± 0.02 2.50± 0.08 2.53
1000 0.61± 0.04 0.59± 0.01 2.21± 0.03 2.23
1500 0.55± 0.04 0.591± 0.000 1.79± 0.02 1.77
2000 0.21± 0.01 0.423± 0.002 1.64± 0.01 1.50
3000 0.30± 0.01 0.176± 0.003 1.09± 0.01 1.20
S1 (p.e.)















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 142.5 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 142.91 / 412χ
 0.048466± = 0.615665 NRα
















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 143.4 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 16.24 / 132χ
 0.484392± = 1.310627 NRα















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 144.3 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 12.05 / 132χ
 0.152521± = 0.844815 NRα


















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 144.3 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 116.20 / 502χ
 0.087368± = 1.067715 NRα
 0.000582± = 0.032230 
NR
ς
? 6.2.10 NR?? S1–log(S2/S1)???????????????? (200–500 V/cm)














0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 144.6 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 24.71 / 262χ
 0.168490± = 0.698833 NRα
















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 145.5 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 58.30 / 252χ
 0.120322± = 0.862737 NRα



















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 146.2 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 234.73 / 322χ
 0.035304± = 0.606686 NRα



















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 147.5 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 11.38 / 272χ
 0.042054± = 0.547078 NRα



















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 142.5 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 142.91 / 412χ
 0.048466± = 0.615665 NRα
















0 p.e. < S1 < 300 p.e.
nr < Er < 151.5 keVnr0.0 keV
/ndf = 547.28 / 292χ
 0.007623± = 0.300928 NRα
 0.000054± = 0.010940 
NR
ς
? 6.2.11 NR?? S1–log(S2/S1)???????????????? (600–3000 V/cm)
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Drift-Field (V/cm)











 / ndf 2χ  8.086 / 7
0α  0.05714± 1.291 
αD 05− 5.603e± 0.0005984 
Drift-Field (V/cm)













? 6.2.12 ????? αNR???????? ςNR (TIB model, NR)???????????
?????? (?)?????? (?)?????
ςNR ????????????????? αNR ????????? 6.2.12(?)????????
???




?????????????????????Joshi et al.????????????? Leﬀ = 0.25
??????????? (? 6.1.10?)???????????????? αNR = 0.19????




ER???????g2/g1 = 8??? g2/g1 = 12????????????????????
????????????? 6.2.4????
? 6.2.4 NR????????????? (6.2.17)?? (6.2.18)???????
g2/g1 8 10 12
α0 1.00± 0.06 1.29± 0.06 1.58± 0.06
Dα [×10−4(cm/V)] 6.84± 0.80 5.98± 0.56 5.47± 0.43
γNR [(V/cm)
δNR ] 0.890± 0.02 1.11± 0.03 1.32± 0.03




???????????????????? 6.2.13??200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 V/cm? 5?
???????? ER/NR??????? log(S2/S1)???????????????????
????
???????? (g2/g1 = 10)????????????????? S1??????? 6.2.14
?????????????????????????????? ER/NR??????????



















































? 6.2.13 ER?? (?)??? NR?? (?)???????????? log(S2/S1)????
????????????

























ER/NR Discrimination with the Double
Phase Argon Detector
?????Chapter 5 ??????????? Chapter 6 ?????????????????




??????? S1 ≥ 10 p.e. ???????????? S2/S1 ??????????????
??? (??? PMT ??? 1 p.e. ??) ????????????????????????




Chapter 2??????????????????????????39Ar? β?? (1 Bq/kg, Qβ =
565 keV)???? ER?????????????????? O(100) events/keVnr/day/kg?
???????? exposure? 100 kg× days?????39Ar?????? 1?????????
????????????????????????? 10???? 105 events/keVnr ?????
??????
? 7.1.1 ??2 ??????? (22Na ??) ????????? 2000 V/cm ???????
??????????????? 6.2.14????????S1???? NR??????????
(keVnr ??) ????????????????????????? 300 events/keVnr ???
???????????????????????????????????????????
Monte-Carlo Simulation (MC)???? ER/NR??????????
7.2 Monte-Carlo Simulation
MC?? 7.2.1??????????????Slow/Total? prior?log(S2/S1)? posterior??
??????????*1
??????????? E ????????? S1 ???? NS1 ???????? NS1 ??
Slow/Total???? μPSD = μPSD(NS1)?????????? Fast? Slow????NFast, NSlow
*1 Chapter 5?????????????? Slow/Total? QS1 ???????????????????????
???????????? (?????????)??????????????????????
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)
nr
NR equivalent Energy (keV


























?S1 = ?? ? ? ? ???
Gauss
????? ?????????
???? ? ???? ??? ????? ??? ??? ? ????? ??? ??? ???




P (NSlow) := Binom(NSlow;NS1, μPSD) (7.2.1)
Binom(n;m,μ) :=
m!
n!(m− n)! · μ
n · (1− μ)m−n (7.2.2)
NFast = NS1 −NSlow (7.2.3)
??????????????????NFast, NSlow ???Gauss??????????????










(Q ≥ 0) (7.2.4)
σ2 = σspp
2 ·N (7.2.5)
??? σspp ????????? 1?????? (PMT? Gain? TPB???????????
????????)????????? (7.2.5)??1????????? (1 ± σ
SPP
) p.e.???
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?????? N ?????????????????σspp ????????????????
??????? S1???? QS1 = QFast +QSlow ???QSlow/QS1 ?????? Slow/Total?
????? smearing????MC?????? Slow/Total????????????????
?? μPSD ????????????????????????????? (? 5.2.7)?????
????MC??? Slow/Total?????????????????????????????
? μPSD = μPSD(NS1)??????










(QS1) ???????????? (? 5.3.7) ?????????????
??????????? Slow/Total ? log(S2/S1) ? 2 ???????????????? (?
5.4.1??)???MC??????????????????????
??????????? 1000 V/cm???? ER???NR???MC??????NR???






??????????? 7.2.3?MC?????????? Slow/Total(?)??? log(S2/S1)?
? (?)????
S1 (p.e.)
























































? 7.2.2 1000 V/cm????MC???? μPSD , μlog(S2/S1) , σlog(S2/S1) ?????? ER?
?? NR????
? 7.2.3 1000 V/cm????MC???????Slow/Total(?)??? log(S2/S1)(?)?
????? ER??? NR????
σSPP ???????? 22Na ??????????????????? S1 ????? (?
7.2.4 ??) ???????????? 250–350 p.e. ??????????? Slow/Total ??
? Gauss ???????????????σ = (3.06 ± 0.05) × 10−2 ????????? (?
7.2.4 ??)?????? σSPP ??? MC ???????????????? 250–350 p.e. ??
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? Slow/Total??? Gauss???????? σ ??????? 7.2.4(??)?? σSPP ????
Slow/Total??? σ ????????????????????????? σSPP = 0.60± 0.05
?????????????σ
SPP
= 0.60?MC? Slow/Total???? 7.2.4(??)????
? 7.2.4 σSPP ??????????? 22Na ???????????????? S1 ??
250–350 p.e.? Slow/Total??????? σSPP ????MC? Slow/Total??? σ ???
???σSPP = 0.60?MC???? Slow/Total???
??????
7.3 ??????MC???
?????????? MC ??????????????????????Slow/Total ???
???????? 7.3.1(?) ???????? 1000 V/cm ?????? S1 ????????
Slow/Total ???????? (?) ? MC(?) ?????????????? ER ??????
NR????????????MC????????????????
??????? MC ????????????? S1 ???????????? MC ?
Slow/Total??????????? 7.3.2 (22Na)???? 7.3.3 (252Cf)???????????
??????????? ER???MC?????????? ER? NR?MC??????MC
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????MC?????????????
???????log(S2/S1)?????????? 7.3.1(?)???????? 1000 V/cm??
???? S1?????? log(S2/S1) ???????? (?) ? MC(?) ???????????
Slow/Total???????? ER?????? NR???????????? 5% ??????
????MC???????????? S1????????????MC? log(S2/S1)???
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S1 (p.e.)




























































































































? 7.3.1 1000 V/cm ???? Slow/Total(??) ??? log(S2/S1)(??) ?????
Data(?) ? MC(?) ???????????????????? ER ????? NR ?
????????
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Slow/Total











10.00 p.e. < S1 < 11.00 p.e.
Slow/Total











15.00 p.e. < S1 < 16.00 p.e.
Slow/Total











20.00 p.e. < S1 < 21.00 p.e.
Slow/Total










30.00 p.e. < S1 < 31.00 p.e.
Slow/Total










50.00 p.e. < S1 < 51.00 p.e.
Slow/Total












90.00 p.e. < S1 < 91.00 p.e.
Slow/Total












100.00 p.e. < S1 < 101.00 p.e.
Slow/Total











200.00 p.e. < S1 < 201.00 p.e.
Slow/Total










300.00 p.e. < S1 < 301.00 p.e.
? 7.3.2 1000 V/cm???? Slow/Total??? Data?MC?????? 22Na????
???? ER???MC???
Slow/Total





























































































































? 7.3.3 1000 V/cm???? Slow/Total??? Data?MC?????? 252Cf????
???? ER???MC????? ER? NR?MC?????
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log(S2/S1)










5.00 p.e. < S1 < 6.00 p.e.
log(S2/S1)










10.00 p.e. < S1 < 11.00 p.e.
log(S2/S1)











15.00 p.e. < S1 < 16.00 p.e.
log(S2/S1)











30.00 p.e. < S1 < 31.00 p.e.
log(S2/S1)











80.00 p.e. < S1 < 81.00 p.e.
log(S2/S1)











100.00 p.e. < S1 < 101.00 p.e.
log(S2/S1)












150.00 p.e. < S1 < 151.00 p.e.
log(S2/S1)









201.00 p.e. < S1 < 202.00 p.e.
log(S2/S1)












300.00 p.e. < S1 < 301.00 p.e.
? 7.3.4 1000 V/cm ???? log(S2/S1) ??? Data ?MC ?????? 22Na ????
???? ER???MC???
log(S2/S1)






























































































































? 7.3.5 1000 V/cm???? log(S2/S1)??? Data?MC?????? 252Cf????
???? ER???MC????? ER? NR?MC?????
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7.4 PSD⊗S2/S1 combined analysis
ER/NR??????S1??????????????????????????NR?????
??? 50% ??????????????? ER ?????????????????????
ER???? N?ER/NR?????? ER???? Nleak ?????
Leakage fraction := Nleak/N (7.4.1)
ER reduction := N/Nleak (7.4.2)
?????? ER/NR??????????? Slow/Total? log(S2/S1)? 2????????
???????????????????????????????????? S1??????
ER?????????? log10(S2/S1)− μER ??????
Slow/Total–log(S2/S1) 2 ??????????????????????????????
????????????????NR????? (x1, y1)???? (a1, b1)????ER???
?? (x2, y2) ???? (a2, b2) ?????????????? (? 7.4.1)?NR ????????






















?????NR?????? 50%???? ER??????????????????? (x1, y1)
??????










y = y1 +
y2 − y1




· (x− x1) (7.4.6)
???????????1????????????????????? PID??????
?? 2 ????????????????????????????????????
2000 V/cm ? 22Na ??????????????? 7.4.2(?) ? S1 ?? 40–50 p.e. ??
(31.8–37.6 keVnr) ? Slow/Total–log(S2/S1) 2???????????????????? PID
????????? MC ?????????????????????????? MC ???
???????2 ????????????? MC ????????????????????
???
??????????????????????????? MC ?????????????
PID ????????????????????????? S1 Slow ? S2 ?????????
S1 ?????????????????????????????????????PID ??
????????????Chapter 5 ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? 3000 events/15 keVnr ?????
?????????????????????????? 2 × 103 ??????????????
PID < 0?????? 3?????????????????????????? 1 × 103 ??



















? ? ? ?????
?
? ?
? ? ? ? ????
?
? ? ? ????
?





? ? ? ??
? ? ?? ?
??? ?
?? ? ??
? ? ? ?? ? ?? ? ? ????? ?
? 7.4.1 Slow/Total–log(S2/S1)? 2???????? ER/NR??????????????
Slow/Total






























? 7.4.2 2000 V/cm ???? 22Na ?????? Slow/Total–log(S2/S1) ????? 2 ?
?????? PID??????????????????MC????
?????????MC???6.3 × 104 ????? PID < 0??????? 4???????
1.6× 104 ????
????
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7.5 Monte-Carlo Simulation ??? ER/NR??????
?? MC ? 0, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 V/cm ? 6 ????????????Chap.6 ??
6.2.14 ??????? S1 ??????????????? 2 keVnr ??????????2
??????? Slow/Total?log(S2/S1)?PID ? 3 ?????? 1 ????????????
1000 V/cm?40-42 keVnr ??????? 7.5.1?????? NR????? ER???????
???? 1 ????? NR ?????? 50% ???? ER ????????????????
??????? 105 ?????????MC???? (S1 ≤ 150 p.e.? 1× 108 event)????
????ER??????? Gauss????????????????????????
? 7.5.1 1000 V/cm, 40–42 keVnr ???? MC ??? Slow/Total, log(S2/S1), ???
combined PID??
?????????????????????????????? 7.5.2??????????
Slow/Total??? log(S2/S1)??? Slow/Total⊗log(S2/S1) combined PID????3????
?????????????????????????????????? Slow/Total ?? S1
??????????????????????????log(S2/S1) ????????????
??? ER ? NR ????????????????10 keVnr ??????????????
????????????????? log(S2/S1)?????????????????????
???? (∼ 103) ???????????? (200, 500 V/cm) ?? Slow/Total ? PID ???
??????????log(S2/S1) ??????????????????1000 V/cm ????

















































































































































? 7.5.2 ????????Slow/Total(?)?log(S2/S1)(?)???? PID(?) ??? ER?
???????????????????ER??????? Gauss???????????
?????????
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Energy (keVnr)




































































































































 log(S2/S1) Combined⊗Slow/Total 
? 7.5.3 Slow/Total(?)?log(S2/S1)(??)???? PID(?)??? ER????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
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???? S1 ????????????????????? log(S2/S1) ???????????
?????????????????????? S1???????? NR????? ER???
?????????????????????? ER????????????????? (ER

























































? 7.5.4 3000 V/cm???? ER/NR???????????????? 13.0 p.e./keVee?
?? 1.0 p.e./keVee ????
??????? TPC??????????? LYnull = 5.7 p.e./keVee ?????MC???
????????????????????????log(S2/S1) ??????? NR ????
S1???????????????? (? 5.3.7) ?????????????????????
?????????? 7.5.4 ? LYnull = 13.0 p.e./keVee *3??? 1.0 p.e./keVee ??????
???????? 3000 V/cm???????????????? log(S2/S1)????????
???????Slow/Total????????????????????????????????
5.7 p.e./keVee ????? Slow/Total????? log(S2/S1)????????????????















??? Chapter 4–7???????????? 2??????????????3000 V/cm??






Signal Recoil Energy Drift-Field
ER [keVee] NR [keVnr] [V/cm]
this work S1, S2 2–60 10–150 0, 200–3000
SCENE [101, 105] S1, S2 41.5 10.3–57.3
0, 100–1000 (S1)
100–500 (S2)
ARIS [102] S1 42–511 7.1–117.8 0, 50-500
Joshi et al. [126] S2 2.82 6.7
240–2130 (NR)
240–3000 (ER)
Sangiorgi et al. [127] S2 0.27, 2.82, 5.89 – 2400
Bondar et al. [128, 129, 130] S2 25, 59.5 80, 233
560, 620, 2300 (NR)
600, 1750, 2300 (ER)
Scallettar et al. [131] charge 364 – -1000–10000
SCENE [101, 105] ???????? S1,S2 ??????????????????????
??????????????????10.3–57.3 keVnr ? NR?????? S1, S2???? S1
*1 MeV ???????????????????????????????? ROI ??????????????
??????















































? 8.1.1 ? 8.1.1???? ER(?)? NR(?)?????????????
PSD?????????????????????????? ER???????? 41.5 keVee
??????S2/S1???? ER/NR????????????????
ARIS [102]??U.C.Davis?????????????????? S1, S2?????????
??LICONE?????????????????????? S2????????????S1
????????7Li + p →7 Be + n????????????? NR????????????
7Li∗ ??? γ ?????????ER ??????????????????????????
???? (42–511 keVee) ??NR ????????????????WIMP ????????
???
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???????? ER/NR ?????????WIMP ???????????????????
???????? 39Ar ??????????? BG ??????????????????
8.2.1(??)? 39Ar? β ?????? [73] ???????? 1 Bq/kg [74]??????????
?????????? f39Ar(Eee)???????????? Eee ??????????????










???????????? Enr ?????????? Eee ???????????? (????






????? 8.2.2 ??????? 0 V/cm ? PSD ??????????????? 3000 V/cm
? PSD? S2/S1???????????????????????????????? TPC?
?????????? 5.7 p.e./keVee ??????? 13.0 p.e./keVee ??????*2?exposure
???? 100 kg × days???????????? ER?????????? 0.5 events/keV ?
????????????? 8.2.1??????
? 8.2.3???? σ = 1× 10−40cm2?exposure 100 kg × days??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
8.2.1?????????????? 2.3 event ??????????????????????
??90% C.L. ?????????? 8.2.1? 4???????????????????????
? 8.2.4(?)???*3??????????????????????? LYnull? 1–20 p.e./keVee
?????????DAMA ????????????? σ = 2 × 10−40 cm2 ????????
*2 ER/NR??????NR???????? 50???????????????????????????? ER
??????????
*3 20 GeV??? DariSide-50??????????????exposure????????????????????
????????
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-ray energy (keV)βAr39


















NR Equivalent Energy (keVnr)






























? 8.2.1 ?? 3000 V/cm?????S1?????????????????????? Enr
?????????? Eee ??????????????? ∂Eee/∂Enr????1 Bq/kg??
????? 39Ar? β ?????????????????????????????????
???????? 39Ar? β ?????????????
?WIMP?????????????? 8.2.4(?)??????????? PSD???????
?????????? 3000 V/cm? PSD? S2/S1????????????????????
???????????????????????LYnull = 13 p.e./keVee ? 10 GeV/c2 ???
????????????????????? S2/S1??? ER/NR????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????LYnull = 20 p.e./keVee ?? 10 GeV/c2 ??????
????????????????????????????????? TPC ?
5.7 p.e./keVee ?????????? 1 ?????? 8 p.e./keVee ??????? 1 ????
??? 10 p.e./keVee ??????? [96]???? PMT ???????? MPPC ?????
???? 420 nm ??????? 30% ?? 50% ????????????13 p.e./keVee ??
????????????????? (? : 8 p.e × 50%/30% = 13.3 p.e.) ????????



































































































? 8.2.1 ????????????????????????100 kg× days???? ER?
????? 0.5 events/keV ????????????????
LYnull Drift-Field Energy Threshold
5.7 p.e./keVee 0 V/cm 26 keVnr
5.7 p.e./keVee 3000 V/cm 34 keVnr
13.0 p.e./keVee 0 V/cm 16 keVnr
13.0 p.e./keVee 3000 V/cm 24 keVnr
?? ([96]?? 2.2.12??)????????? 200 V/cm??????????? 2?????
???????????????????????????S1 PSD ??? ER/NR ?????
S2????????????????????????????????????????PSD
???????????????????????????????
S2 ??? (?????) ??????? ER ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? (?? 5.4 kV/cm ????
10 kV/cm???)????????????????????????????S1??????
?? S2??????????????PSD?????????????????????
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)2 (GeV/cxM























































? 8.2.4 ???????????????? 5.7 p.e./keVee???? 13 p.e./keVee????
???????? 3000 V/cm ????????????????????????????
WIMP?? (σ = 2× 10−40 cm2)?????????? 3000 V/cm????
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8.3 ?????????????? (S2-Only method)
2???????????????????????????? S1??? S2?????????
????????????S2????????????????????2??????? 1??




????????????????*4?????? XENON10 [132], XENON100 [133], ???
DarkSide-50 [70]???????????? 8.3.1???????DarkSide-50??? (??)??
GeV/c2 ????????????????????????? (????????????)??
????????????







































DarkSide-50 No Quenching Fluctuation
NEWS-G 2018 LUX 2017
XENON1T 2017 PICO-60 2017
PICASSO 2017 CDMSLite 2017
CRESST-III 2017 PandaX-II 2016
XENON100 2016 DAMIC 2016
CDEX 2016 CRESST-II 2015
SuperCDMS 2014 CDMSlite 2014
COGENT 2013 CDMS 2013
CRESST 2012 DAMA/LIBRA 2008
Neutrino Floor
? 8.3.1 DarkSide-50? S2–Only?????????????? [70]
??????????????????S1???????????????????????
???????????????????????????? (S2 ??) ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????? 8.3.2 ??
???????????????????????????????????????????
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Recoil Energy (keV)
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???? SCENE ? S1 ??? [101, 105] ?????????????????SCENE ? S1
????????????? 10.3–57.3 keVnr(9?)??????? 200–1000 V/cm ??????
????????????????????????????????????? S1?????
??????????????????? ([105]? Appendix C) ??????????????
????????
SCENE??????????? S1??????





Leﬀ(F ) = Leﬀ × r + α
1 + α
(A.2)
r = 1− ln(1 +Niς)
Niς
(A.3)







?????????????? ARIS [102]??????? r0 = 1?????W = 19.6 eV??
L? Lindhard theory???????Leﬀ ? free parameter???????SCENE?????
??????????????????δ, α????????????????????? ARIS
??? δ = 1, α = 1?????????? δ = 0.61(Joshi et al. [126]? SCENE S2? ER??
?????)???????α = 0.21 (ER??????)??????????????????
???
????????????? A.1???????????? 3000 V/cm??????????
? 40%?????????????????δ = 1, α = 1???????? γ ????????
??????? A.2 ??????????????????????????????????
? γ = 11.35 (V/cm)δ ???????? ARIS??????????????????????
δ, α??????? γ ?????? A.1??????δ, α???? γ ???????????
A.2 SCENE S2??????????????




















 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
 E-Field (V/cm)











0.25 )nrSCENE (14.8 keV
 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
 E-Field (V/cm)















 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
 E-Field (V/cm)















 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
 E-Field (V/cm)











0.25 )nrSCENE (25.4 keV
 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
 E-Field (V/cm)















 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
 E-Field (V/cm)















 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
 E-Field (V/cm)















 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
 E-Field (V/cm)











0.3 )nrSCENE (57.3 keV
 = 1.00α = 1.00, δ
 = 1.00α = 0.61, δ
 = 0.21α = 1.00, δ
? A.1 SCENE?????????????????? S1??????????????3
???????????????
? A.1 ????? δ, α???????SCENE? S1????????? γ ???????
? ARIS??? [102]??????
δ α γ [(V/cm)δ]
case 1 1.00 1.00 11.4± 1.5
case 2 0.61 1.00 0.98± 0.12
case 3 1.00 0.21 29.0± 3.2
ARIS [102] 1.07± 0.09 1.00 18.5± 9.7
? A.2 SCENE??? TABLE VIII [101]???????S2??????????????
????????????γ, δ, α,Leﬀ ????? C,B,Nex/Ni,L????????????
??????????????????
Recoil energy [keVnr] γ (V/cm)
δ Ni α Leﬀ
16.9 0.58± 0.17 139± 32 0.6± 0.4 0.250± 0.005
25.4 0.50± 0.23 179± 63 0.9± 0.7 0.262± 0.006
36.1 0.45± 0.19 214± 71 1.4± 0.8 0.280± 0.005
57.3 0.42± 0.16 276± 105 2.1± 1.2 0.288± 0.005
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? A.2 ???????????? γ ?? (δ = 1.00, α = 1.00)
??????????? S1?????? Leﬀ · (α+R)/(α+ 1)?????S1???????
?????????????????? (? A.3)??? δ, γ, α????????????? S1
??????????????????????? r0 ∼ 0.8?????Leﬀ ?????????
?????? 10%???????????????














































??? ?? ICEPP ????? MEG ???? VUV MPPC ??????????????
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